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Abstract
We prove that static solitons exist in the 1 + 1 dimensional Sine-Gordon theory in an ex-
2
panding de Sitter universe if and only if a y > 2, where m is the mass parameter of the
Sine-Gordon theory and H the Hubble constant. The threshold a = 2 is then qualitatively
explained in terms of the interplay between the gravitational tidal forces (that tend to pull
a soliton apart) and the restoring tensile forces in the soliton (that resist any perturbation
of the soliton). In fact, we show that, by comparing the estimates of the tensile force in the
soliton and the tidal force of de Sitter spacetime, one can not only infer the existence of
a threshold in a but also obtain an estimate of the threshold which agrees with the exact
value (a = 2) to within a factor of 4. Using a similar argument, in terms of tidal and
restoring forces, we also show that a static 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole (with vanishing
Higgs self-coupling) can exist in an expanding universe only if (gF) >20, where g is the
gauge coupling constant and F, the Higgs vacuum expectation value. These results predict
that for a suitable range of parameters, solitons in the early universe inevitably succumb to
eternal inflation at their core and do not survive in a simple form subsequently.
Next we investigate the important outstanding problem of computing the quantum am-
plitude of soliton-antisoliton annihilation. We show that, using a given classical solution
describing soliton-antisoliton annihilation into mesons, one can construct a quantum scat-
tering process in which an initial quantum state comprising a soliton-antisoliton pair scatters
into a final coherent state comprising mesons. By calculating the tree level amplitude of
this scattering process, we show that the quantum soliton-antisoliton annihilation ampli-
tude is not exponentially suppressed, in contrast to the amplitude for soliton-antisoliton
pair production in a two-meson collision, which is believed to be exponentially suppressed.
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Title: Victor F. Weisskopf Professor of Physics
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Overview
Topological solitons such as magnetic monopoles have been studied in gauge field theories
largely in the background of Minkowski spacetime'. The justification for neglecting the
curvature of spacetime has been that the Hubble length, at least in the present epoch,
is orders of magnitude larger than the sizes of the solitons that one studies in field theo-
ries. Consequently, it is argued that the solitons, at least at their core, are not affected
significantly by the curvature of spacetime.
The size of a soliton is determined by the parameters of the field theory which are
presumably independent of the Hubble parameter. Therefore, the ratio of the soliton size
to the Hubble length was conceivably larger in the early universe than it is today. Ne-
glecting spacetime curvature is therefore not a reasonable assumption in studying solitons
in the early universe. If one seeks to understand, (a) whether field equations in the early
universe admitted soliton solutions and (b) if particles corresponding to such solutions
could have survived to be detectable today, one needs to study soliton solutions to field
equations, not in the Lorentzian background, but in the curved background that prevailed
in the early phases of the universe.
In this dissertation we investigate the existence of static solitons in the Sine-Gordon
theory in an expanding de Sitter universe. Static solitons - solitons that do not stretch
with expansion - are particularly important in the light of the provocative eternal infla-
tion theory [20]. As Linde argues, if a soliton with nonzero topological charge stretches
with the expansion, then the gradients in the field rapidly vanish at the center of the
INoteworthy investigations of monopoles in curved space include [26, 27, 38].
soliton. Even as the field gradient becomes small near the center, the field remains at
the maximum of the potential due to the topological stability of the soliton. Then, as
the stretching progresses, the potential (vacuum) energy dominates the gradient energy,
starting a new inflation at the core of the soliton. Once inflation starts at the core of the
soliton, Linde argues, it can never end since any gradients that develop due to quantum
fluctuations are continuously inflated away while the fields, near the center, continue to
remain at the maximum of the potential due to topological stability. Such eternal inflation
would result in a rather complicated global structure for the soliton. Solitons that do not
stretch with expansion are relatively more stable against eternal inflation and hence are
more likely to have survived in a simple form. We seek to understand the conditions under
which static solitons are allowed to exist in an expanding de Sitter universe.
Since Minkowski spacetime is a special case of the expanding universe - corresponding
to H = 0 - it seems plausible that static Sine-Gordon solitons exist for sufficiently small
nonzero H. The more interesting regime is the large H limit, in which the deviation
from Lorentzian physics becomes pronounced. In the large H limit, the corrections to the
background metric coming from the space-dependent energy density of the matter field
are negligible. Accordingly, we'll take the metric as given and study the soliton solutions of
the matter field equation in the given background spacetime. The following is a summary
of the main results.
The size of the Sine-Gordon soliton in flat space is - m -1 , where m is the mass
parameter of the theory. In an expanding de Sitter universe the Hubble length is H-'. In
Chapter 2, we'll prove that the Sine-Gordon theory admits static soliton solutions in an
expanding de Sitter universe if and only if
H-1 2
a [ j> 2.
Ir-1I
Since H specifies the expansion rate of the universe, the result predicts that static solitons
are not allowed in a universe that is expanding sufficiently rapidly. Hence for an appropriate
range of parameters of the theory, solitons appear doomed to succumb to eternal inflation
at their core.
In the derivation of the above result, in Chapter 2, we use Robertson-Walker coor-
dinates to cover the underlying de Sitter manifold. In order to verify that the result is
independent of the choice of the coordinate system, in Chapter 3, we rederive the thresh-
old, a = 2, using the confocal (static) coordinates to cover the de Sitter manifold. We
also examine the de Sitter manifold using Gibbons-Hawking coordinates to clarify the
nature of the horizon in de Sitter spacetime.
Next, we attempt to understand the curiously sharp threshold at a = 2. An important
phenomenon, which occurs only in curved spacetimes, is that of tidal forces - i.e., the
forces that tend to pull compact objects apart. When one is studying extended objects such
as solitons, the effect of tidal forces becomes particularly important. If the tensile forces
within a soliton that act to hold the soliton together are not large enough to counteract
the tidal forces, then solitons cannot exist as compact objects and must necessarily stretch
with expansion. In Chapter 4, we attempt to understand the threshold, a = 2, in terms of
the interplay between the tidal forces of the background gravitational field and the tensile
forces within the soliton.
The tidal forces in de Sitter spacetime can be calculated by considering the deviation
of two geodesics that start out parallel to each other. The tensile forces within the soliton,
on the other hand, can be estimated by noting that static solitons in flat spacetime are
minima of the energy; any perturbation of the static soliton increases the energy of the
system. The increase in energy can be construed as the work done on the system against
the intrinsic restoring forces that appear when the soliton is perturbed2 . By comparing
an estimate of such restoring forces with the tidal forces we obtain an estimate for the
threshold which agrees with the exact value, a = 2, to within a factor of 4. Thus the
interplay between the internal restoring forces and the tidal forces seems to provide a
crude but intuitive explanation of why static solitons cease to exist when the expansion
becomes sufficiently rapid.
We go on to compare the tidal forces in de Sitter spacetime and the tensile forces in the
't-Hooft Polyakov monopole. The analysis, in the limit of vanishing Higgs self-coupling,
turns out to be surprisingly similar to the analysis in the Sine-Gordon theory and yields a
threshold of a = 2  20, where g is the gauge coupling constant and F, the Higgs
vacuum expectation value3 . Thus, a universe that's expanding sufficiently rapidly seems
2 Since, as we prove, static soliton solutions exist even in the presence of the tidal forces of de Sitter
spacetime, it must be that, when perturbed, intrinsic restoring forces appear in solitons in curved spaces
as well.
3 1n the limit of vanishing Higgs self-coupling, the characteristic length of the monopole is (gF)- .
to forbid the existence of static monopoles as well. It seems plausible that qualitatively
similar conclusions should hold in de Sitter spacetime for solitons of other theories and
we conclude that, if the parameters of the theory are in a suitable range, then solitons
inevitably succumb to eternal inflation at their core.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we examine an important outstanding problem concerning soli-
tons - the quantum soliton-antisoliton annihilation in Minkowski spacetime. Drukier and
Nussinov [6] argue that the probability of (the reverse process) producing a monopole-
antimonopole pair in a collision of gauge quanta is exponentially suppressed. Their argu-
ment, though not rigorous, is generally believed to be valid and monopole-antimonopole
pair production is believed to be an exponentially suppressed process. We study the
quantum process in which an incoming soliton-antisoliton pair annihilates into elemen-
tary quanta, in the 1 + 1 dimensional W4 theory. Using a known classical solution4 we
construct a quantum scattering process in which an initial quantum state representing a
soliton-antisoliton pair scatters into a coherent quantum state comprising O (9) mesons;2sisiconstantsproces
g2 is the coupling constant of the theory. By examining the amplitude of this process
at the tree level, we are able to show that the quantum soliton-antisoliton annihilation
amplitude is not exponentially suppressed. The argument we present does not exploit
either the dimensionality of spacetime or any other feature of the W4 theory besides the
existence of the aforementioned classical solution. Hence, the existence of an appropriate
classical solution in a theory suffices to conclude that soliton-antisoliton annihilation is
not exponentially suppressed in that theory.
4The classical solution describes the annihilation of a soliton-antisoliton pair that starts at rest. See
Chapter 5 for details.
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Chapter 2
Static Solitons in an Expanding
Universe
In this chapter we investigate the existence of static solitons in the Sine-Gordon theory in
an expanding de Sitter universe. In Section 2.1 we derive the static field equation in de
Sitter spacetime, which unlike the static field equation in Minkowski spacetime, turns out
to be a singular differential equation. In Section 2.2 we transform the singular differential
equation to an integral equation and exploit the properties of hypergeometric equations
to construct a one-parameter family of well-behaved solutions to the field equation in a
neighborhood of the singularity. In Section 2.3 we establish a constraint that the soliton
must satisfy at the singularity (in addition to the boundary conditions at the center and
at infinity). In Section 2.4 we prove, using results from Liapunov stability theory, that one
can extend the one-parameter family of solutions mentioned above, to construct solutions
with the required boundary conditions at infinity. Finally, in Section 2.5, we prove that
solutions satisfying the boundary condition at the center of the soliton exist if and only if
>2
- H > 2, where m is the mass parameter of Sine-Gordon theory and H the Hubble
constant. In Appendix A, we've summarized the relevant properties of singular differential
equations. A short summary of the Liapunov stability theory, presented in Appendix B,
provides the background for our discussion in Section 2.4.
2.1 Static Field Equation in de Sitter Spacetime
Consider the following action
SE] = J!d { gP pva - (2.1)
in de Sitter spacetime, with metric
1
9gP = -- e 2 H t0
H: Hubble constant
P 0
where (t, x) = (x 0, x1) and g is the determinant of the metric. Inserting the value of g,,
into the action we get,
[ Ht {1 t2 - e-2Ht(x)2]
The Euler-Lagrange equation for this action is
-1+ax (-H x) 6L.SHtdU
dU
dU
do
In what follows, we are interested in static solutions of the field equation (2.4), that is,
in solutions that depend only on the "physical" spatial coordinate. Specifically, we look
for solutions of the form,
cp(u) = p(eHtx) (2.5)
where u = eHtx is the physical spatial coordinate. Observing that,
d
Ot = (Hu) ;du
d2
+ H
2 Ud
du
0
xx = e2Ht d 2du2
(2.2)
SP = d2X (2.3)
i.e.,
(2.4)
I I_
tt + H(Pt - e-2Ht xx
- U()1
equation (2.4) is rewritten as
d2qo ,4 dU(H 2 1 + 2H2u + = 0 (2.6)
dU2 du dp
n
2
For the Sine-Gordon Lagrangian, U(p) = !(1-cos(&3)), where m is the mass parameter
of the Sine-Gordon theory and /3, the Sine-Gordon coupling constant. Hence a static Sine-
Gordon field in de Sitter spacetime, satisfies the equation,
2
(H 2u2 - 1),,u + 2H2 u 9O + sin(/3O) = 0 (2.7)
Equation (2.7) is a nonlinear relative of the hypergeometric equations, which were
studied by Gauss, Riemann and Frobenius. The nonspontaneous singularities of (2.7)
can be made to coincide with the singularities of hypergeometric equations through suit-
able coordinate transformations. Since we exploit the similarity between the static field
equation (2.7) and the hypergeometric equations extensively, it seems worthwhile to sketch
the relevant coordinate transformations explicitly.
If we set Hu = z and rescale the field V -+ /3O then the equation (2.7) becomes
H2 - 1)p,, + 2H 2 2Zpz + m 2 sin(P) = 0 (2.8)
Dividing throughout by H 2 and defining a new parameter a - 2 the equation can be
written as
(z2 _ )zz + 2z z + a sin(V) = 0 (2.9)
The Hubble length u = 1 corresponds to z = 1. Equation (2.9), is singular at z = ±1,
'Nonlinear differential equations, unlike linear differential equations, exhibit the strange phenomenon
of spontaneous singularities. That is, a nonlinear differential equation could look perfectly regular and
well behaved and yet its solutions could be singular. Stranger still, the singularities of the solutions could
move depending on the initial conditions.
A simple example of this phenomenon comes from the equation ux, = u2 . Its solution subject to the
initial condition u(0) = a is given by u(x) = ax whose singularity (at x = -), is dependent on the
initial condition.
We call those singularities of the differential equation which, unlike the spontaneous singularities, are
manifest as the singularities in its coefficients, the nonspontaneous singularities.
in that, when written in its canonical form,
2z a
zz + Z2 2- z + 2 1 sin(p) = 0
z -1 oz -1
its coefficients are singular2 at z = ±1.
Setting z = 1 - 2x, and defining,
1 1
2 2
1
b -
2
1 - 4a
2 cE- 1 (2.11)
the equation (2.9) can be written as
x(x - 1) z + [(a + b + 1)x - c]ax + absin(p) = 0.
On rearranging terms we get
x(x - 1)Yxx + [(a + b + 1)x - c]p x + ab = ab(p - sin(W))
Defining
f(o) - ab(p - sin(po))
the equation (2.12) can be written as,
x(x - 1)xx + [(a + b + 1)x - c]x + abV = f (W)
Recognizing that
x(x - 1) z + [(a + b + 1)x - c] x + abp = 0
is a hypergeometric equation with parameters a, b, c, (2.14) is seen to be a
variant of (2.15).
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
nonlinear
2 The singularities at z = ±1 have important physical implications. As we will show, these singularities
forbid static solitons whose sizes are comparable to or bigger than the Hubble length.
(2.10)
To summarize, the static field equation can be written either in terms of the physical
coordinate3 z as
(z2 - 1) zz + 2zpz + ap = f(p) (2.16)
with singularities at z = ±1 or in terms of the hypergeometric coordinate x as
x(x - 1)Wxx + (2x - 1)Wx + aW = f (W) (2.17)
with singularities at x = 0 and x = 1 (values of a, b and c from (2.11) have been
substituted in writing (2.17)). Since x = 1z the singularity at x = 0 (x = 1) in (2.17)
corresponds to the singularity at z = 1 (z = -1) in (2.16).
We find it convenient to work with equation (2.17) in the analysis at and within the
horizon and the with (2.16) in the analysis outside the horizon.
2.2 In a Neighborhood of the Horizon
The problem of solving equation (2.17) exactly at the horizon, x = 0, is hopelessly difficult,
if at all possible. We cannot study the behavior of the equation at the horizon numerically
either because as the coefficients blow up, serious numerical instability sets in. Thus,
understanding the solutions of equation (2.17) at the horizon is a rather delicate matter.
Fortunately, reformulating the equation as an integral equation of the Volterra type enables
one to establish the existence of well-behaved solutions of (2.17) in a neighborhood of
the horizon, as we will show. Before beginning the analysis it is useful to recapitulate the
salient properties of hypergeometric equations.
Gauss [37] showed, through an explicit calculation, that the hypergeometric equation
(2.15) has the following analytic solution in the neighborhood (-1, 1) of the singularity
x=0.
)= (a), (b)nn, (2.18)
n= o n! (c)(
n3With a slight abuse of notation, hereafter we'll call z = Hu, and not u, the physical spatial coordinate.
'With a slight abuse of notation, hereafter we'll call z = Hu, and not u, the physical spatial coordinate.
where (a),, a(a + 1)(a + 2) ... (a + n - 1) is the Pochamer symbol and (a)o - 1.
That (2.18) is a solution of (2.15) is easily verified by substituting the expression into the
equation. Using the ratio test it is easy to verify that the series converges for lxll < 1,
for all values of a, b and c.
As we show in Appendix A, Frobenius' method can be used to construct another
solution of (2.15), linearly independent with respect to ol on the punctured interval
Bo = {w I w c R; ||wl < 1; w # 0}
The solution has the form
2(x) = 1(x)log(lx||)+ h(x) (2.19)
where h(x) is an analytic function that converges in some open neighborhood (-Ph, Ph),
0 < Ph < 1. Clearly 'P2 is singular as x - 0. In our analysis we'll use the following
properties of the Wronskian of i and 'P2-
Lemma 2.2.1 Let yol and 2 be the two linearly independent solutions of the hyper-
geometric equation
x(x - 1)yo" + (2x - 1)P' + ao = 0 (2.20)
shown in (2.18) (also see (2.11)) and (2.19). Let W(x) = W1(x)'2x)- o2(x) 1(x).
Then, at every x E (-Ph, Ph),
1. g(x) = xW(x) is an analytic function of x and g(0) = 1.
2. W(x) # 0
Proof: To prove the first claim we observe that
W(Wl, 02) = Wi 2 - W'2
=- W1(x){ ' (X) log(x1)4 X+ P( + h'(x)
-p1 (x) {(pi(X) log(|Ixlj) + h(x)}
= I { (x)+ xopi(x)h'(x)- x o'(x)h(x)}
x
=- ( g(x) (2.21)S(1)
Since W1(x) and h(x) are analytic in (-ph, Ph) and y1(0) = 1 (as one can verify using
(2.18)), the first claim follows.
From (2.21) we know that as x -+ 0, W(x) --+ 00oo. Therefore W(0) $ 0. If possible
let W(xo) = 0 for some other xo G (-Ph, Ph); without loss of generality, we assume
xo > 0. Then
2(xo) p(xo)
where C is a constant. Consider a new function p(x) P1 (x) - Cp 2 (x). Clearly p(x)
is a solution of (2.20) over 0 < |lxl| < Ph. We observe that p(xo) = 0 and p'(xo) = 0.
p(x) = 0 is a solution of (2.20) satisfying the conditions y(xo) = 0 and V'(xo) = 0.
But (2.20) is a linear differential equation and hence the solution through x0 satisfying
the conditions p(xo) = 0 and V'(xo) = 0 must be unique [3, 4]. Therefore we conclude
that p(x) - 0 and hence I(x) = Cp 2 (x) over the interval 0 < x < Ph which implies
that Vi and 2 are not linearly independent over this interval as we had assumed. The
contradiction proves the second claim.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.2.2 Let b(x) be a bounded continuous solution of the following integral
equation in some interval (-c, e), 0 < 6 < Ph.
(x) - (Y)f( M(Y))d - (Y)f( ) dy + y 1(x) (2.23)
o y(y - 1)W dy- Vx(X)o y(y - 1)W
where f(p(y)) = a(o(y) - sin(p(y))) and y is an arbitrary constant. Then, yb(x)
satisfies the differential equation
x(x - 1)Vxx + (2x - 1)px + a sin(V) = 0 (2.24)
in the interval (-c, c).
Proof: From Lemma 2.2.1 we know that y(y - 1)W(y) is an analytic function in the
interval (-E, E) and also that it does not vanish anywhere in the interval. Since 'Pb is
a continuous function so is f(Pb). p is an analytic function in the interval and at any
x 7= 0, -Ph < x < Ph, so is 02(x). Since the integral of a continuous function is
differentiable, we have at any x C (-C, C), x $ 0,
' f l(Y) f ( Ob (Y)) dY - p'lx fo 2(Y)f('Pb(Y))dy+ -V'l (x)
= f y(y- 1)W y(y - 1)W
if(x) = p(x ( (y)f(b()) dy-p"(x) oX V2(Y)f(Pb(Y)) dY+py'(x)
o y(y - 1)W o y(y - 1)W
A(x) B(x)
f (Vpb(x))
f(b
x(x- 1)
(2.25)
Rewriting equation (2.24) as
x(x - 1)Vxx + (2x - 1)Vx + ao = f (p(x)) (2.26)
and substituting (2.25) and (2.23) into the left hand side of (2.26) we get
[x(x - 1) " + (2x - 1)' + ap 2] A(x)
-[x(x - 1)(p" + (2x - 1)' + a(pi] {B(x) - _Y} + f(pb(x)) = f( pb(x))
Hence a bounded continuous solution 'b of (2.23) satisfies the differential equation (2.24)
at any x , 0, x E (-E, e). If we define a function
F(x) - x(x - 1)y'V(x) + (2x - 1) V' (x) + a sin(Vb(x))
then the above argument shows that F(x) = 0 at any x C (-c, E), x : 0. Therefore,
lim F(x) = 0
x-0
Defining F(0) - 0 at the isolated point x = 0, we conclude that 'b satisfies (2.24) at
x = 0 as well. Q.E.D
Any fixpoint of the following recurrence equation is a solution of the integral equation
(2.23).
(n) 2 (X) f ()f G(p(~-(Y) ) y (X) f P2(Y)f((n-1 (Y)) dy + 71(x)
V P) o y(y - 1)W o y(y- 1)W
(2.27)
We show that the recurrence equation (2.27) has a contraction property and thereby
obtain its fixpoint as a uniform limit of a sequence of analytic functions. First we simplify
the recurrence equation.
Lemma 2.2.3 Define
V(x; () = 2 (X) x (Y)f((Y))dy - (f Px 2(Y)f((Y))dy
o y(y- 1)W o y(y - 1)W
where f(P(y)) = a((P(y) - sin((P(y))). If for some 0 < E < Ph, V(y) is bounded and
continuous in the interval (-E, c), then
1. q(x) = ( (x)) is a continuous function in the interval (-c, c).x(x-1)W(x)
2. V(x; 9) can be written as
V(x; ) = h(x) Pl (y)q(y)dy
(() f(x ( ( i (u)q(u)du) dy - (P1(x) j h(y)q(y)dy
Proof: From (2.21) we have
f (p(y)) a(p - sin(V)) _ a( - sin(p)) (2.28)
y(y- 1)W y(y- 1)W (x- 1)g(x)
where g(x) is an analytic function and g(x) : 0 for x e (-c, c). Since V is a continuous
function over (-E, c), we conclude that q(y) = f(()) is also a continuous function in
the interval (-c, c).
Using the definition of q(x) we have
V(x) = P2(x) j (Pi(y)q(y)dy - y 1 (X) o o2(y)q(y)dy
= [ (x) log( |x|) + h(x)] jo p1 (y)q(y)dy
-, (X) f[il(y) log(|lyI) + h(y)]q(y)dy
= [(p(x)1log(jjx| )+ h(x)] fox pi(y)q(y)dy- pl(x) {log(||YI) fol()q(y)dy}
-1(X) Po1(u)q(u)du) dy +
If v(x) is some continuous function of x in an interval (-E, E), then from Mean Value
Theorem
lim log(|Ixll) v(y)dy = 0
x-+0 0
Therefore
(+) (jY(l(u)q(u)du) dy - pl (x) J h(y)q(y)dy
Lemma 2.2.4 Let 0 be an analytic function in the interval IxII < p, for some p > 0.
Then
v(x; () - 2 (X) J (y)f((y)) dy -1 (y(y-1)W 2o (y)f P(Y)) dyoy(y-1)W
is an analytic function in the interval |x|| < R where R - min(p, Ph) > 0.
Proof: The quotient of two analytic functions - is analytic wherever both A,1 and A 2A 2
are analytic and A 2 = 0. From (2.21) we see that xW is analytic in the domain |x|I < Ph.
From Lemma 2.2.1 and the discussion following equation (2.21) we know that
lim xW = 1
x-+0
V(x; p) h(x) 1 (y)q(y)dy
+O1(x) fj x
as claimed. Q.E.D.
o h(y)q(y)dy-fo (f
and xW :# 0 over 0 < |Ilxl < ph. Therefore
a((p - sin((p))
q (x) = ____(xW)(x- 1)
is analytic in the domain lx 1 < min(p, Ph). If we expand the analytic function l (x)q(x)
in a Taylor series in its domain of analyticity we get the power series
1 (x)q(x) = ao + aix + ..
Since a power series can be integrated term by term over any interval lying entirely within
the interval of convergence [32, Theorem 10; page 230] we have
(D 1 (u)q(u)du= [aoy + ajy+...] = a yn (2.29)n=on
Since the series ao + ax +... converges, by the Cauchy criterion, we know that for every
c > 0, 3no such that for no < m < n, and |lxi < min(ph, p),
mai x m  am+lxm+l an n
f > am x m  + 
a m + l x m + l + . . . + 
a n X n I > -- + -l-...- 
n-
I x m+1 m+2 n+1
Therefore clearly the series (2.29) converges in the domain lxi < min(ph, p) and repre-
sents an analytic function. Using Lemma 2.2.3 we conclude that V(x; 0) is an analytic
function in the domain lxII < min(p, ph) as claimed. Q.E.D.
Theorem 2.2.5 There exists a one-parameter family of bounded solutions of the
equation
(z2 - 1) ozz + 2z z + a sin( ) = 0 (2.30)
in a certain neighborhood (1 - c, 1 + E) where e > 0.
Proof: From the foregoing discussion we know that in order to obtain a bounded solution
of the equation (2.30), in a neighborhood of z = 1, it is sufficient to obtain a bounded
continuous solution of the integral equation
(X y) 1 )2 1() dy- 1(x) 2(Y) f((Y))dy + 7V1(x) (2.31)
o y (y - 1) W o y (y - 1) W
in a neighborhood of x = 0. In order to obtain a solution of (2.31) it is sufficient to
obtain a fixpoint of the following recurrence equation.
M(X-) P2 (X) X 01(y)f(cP(n- 1) (y))d - (X) J V2 Yf (n-1) ) d--pW
o y(y- 1)W y(y- 1)W
V(x;(n- 1))
(2.32)
From Lemma 2.2.4 we know that if p(n-1) is analytic in the domain llxi < Ph then so is
V(x; n( -1)) and hence V(n) . Hence if we start the recurrence with a o( ) that is analytic
in the domain |x i < Ph then all the subsequent p (n) generated by the recurrence will also
be analytic in that domain.
Using Lemma 2.2.3 we rewrite V(x; y(n - )) as
x fc(n-1)(Y)d
V(x; O(n -l)) = h(x) f 9(y) dy
o y(y- 1)W(y)
+f((x)- 9-() du dy
- J[l W U(u - 1)W(u)
S ) h(y)f ( -) dy (2.33)Jo y(y- 1)W(y)
1
Since h(x), l1(x) and x(x-1)w(x) are analytic functions in the interval (-Ph, Ph), on any
[-E, ], < Ph, the functions can bounded by e.-dependent constants as follows.
1
llh(x)ll _< Th(f); llVi(x) < p ); x < q (E) (2.34)
x(x - 1)W(x)
If we define
Mn(E) - max I  )(x)- p -)(x) I (2.35)
XE[-,E]E
from (2.32) it follows that
Mn(e) = max IIV(x; c(n-l)) - V(x; (p(n-2))Il
xE[-E,C]
Observe that for x e (-ph, Ph),
a11(| -1) - (n-2) 1+ sin(p ( n- 2 ) sin(p(n-1)
a1(n -a) - (n-2)11 + l sin(p(n-2 ) ) - in(p(n-l))
= l11(n-l) _ W (n-2)ll + all cos (,(n-2,n-1)) [W(n-1) _ W (n-2)
_ 2a[ (n-1) - W (n-2)
(2.36)
(2.37)
where (p(n- 2 ,n - 1 ) - A(p (n - 2) + (1 - [tp(n-1); 0 < p 1. From (2.33), (2.34), (2.35)
and (2.37) we have for x E [-E, c],
IIV(x; 9(n-1)) - V(x; (p(n-2)) 1 < 2aMn 1(c) [(7hnTp7w) + n,27 + (h'qpnuw) E]
= C {2a [217hl"pw -+ p2] } Mn_l(C) (2.38)
(2.38) holds at every x E [-e, e]. In particular it holds at the x which maximizes the left
hand side and therefore we have,
(2.39)Mn(c) c {2a [2h(')E)p(f)w, (C) + /2 w(C)] } Mn-1( )
But
lim E 2a 2qh(E)p(C)q?7w() + (2()qw((C)] = 0
Therefore if we choose a small enough * > 0, then
Therefore if we choose a small enough * > 0, then
E* I2a 217h(E*),p(E*)7w(*) + 7(2 E*) w(*) }<1
and as n -+ oc, M,(*) -+ 0. In the interval [-C*, e*], the sequence of analytic functions
((o), 7(1),... converges uniformly to a fixpoint of the recurrence relation (2.32), and
any fixpoint of (2.32) is a solution of the integral equation (2.31). Since the uniform
limit of a sequence of (bounded) analytic functions is a bounded continuous function, we
obtain a bounded continuous solution of the integral equation (2.31) as the recurrence
(2.32) converges. But from Lemma 2.2.2 any bounded continuous solution of the integral
equation (2.31) is also a solution of the differential equation (2.30). Q.E.D.
2.3 Behavior at the Horizon
We now prove an important theorem about solutions that are bounded at the horizon.
Taken together with Theorem 2.2.5, the following theorem allows us to deduce a relation
between the slope of a bounded solution and its value at the horizon.
Theorem 2.3.1 If 'Ob is a bounded continuous solution of the equation
x(x - 1) o" + (2x - 1)cp' + oa sin(p) = 0
in the interval (-E, e), e > 0, then it must satisfy the relation
W' (0) = a sin(Wb(0)). (2.40)
Proof: First, we'll show that in order for ob to be bounded at x = 0, O(0) must be
bounded as well. To prove the claim assume to the contrary that
lim ' (x) -+ co
x--+0
while b is bounded in the interval (-E, c). Rewrite the differential equation as
= - 1 ] {(2x - 1) ' + a sin(ob)} (2.41)b= x(x - 1)
Since a sin(b) < a and W' diverges, if we choose a sufficiently small 6, then 11(2x-1)'11
is arbitrarily larger than asin(Wb) for ||x|| < 6. Therefore for x arbitrarily close to zero,
the differential equation (2.41) behaves essentially like the following differential equation
'I(x) = '(x) (2.42)
x
Integrating equation (2.42) once we get
b('P(x)x = C
where cl is a finite nonzero constant. Integrating again, we get
x cY dy = 'Pb(X) - 0Pb(XO)
and hence
(Pb(X) = cl log(x) + c2  (2.43)
where c2 = 0b(xo) - C1 log(xO0) is a finite constant. Therefore Pb diverges as log(x) as
x -+ 0 which contradicts our assumption that b is finite in the open interval (-6, 6).
Hence, we conclude that if Pb is bounded in some open interval (-6, 6), then ' (0) must
be finite. But if 'b is bounded in (-6, 6), V' does not diverge at any x $= 0, x E(-6, 6)
which is easily seen by rewriting the differential equation as[ 1 x/
1Pb(x) = - [x(x1 1) a sin(b(y))dy (2.44)
Hence we conclude that if b is bounded in (-6, 6) then ' must be as well. Further, since
b is a continuous function in (-E, E), (2.44) shows that Vp(x) is a continuous function
as well (in (-E, f)).
To prove the claim in the Theorem, let's assume to the contrary that
a sin(Vb(0)) - V'b(0) = r #= 0
Since Ab and P' are continuous bounded functions in the interval (-, E), we know that
the function u(x) = (2x - 1)p '(x) + a in('b(x)) is continuous and bounded in (-E, E).
Also, u(0) = 5 0 and therefore we can find an 0 < c' < e and a K' > 0, such that
(2x - 1) '(x) + a Sin (b(x)) > > 0, for x E [-E', E']
Therefore, for x E [-E', E'] we have
ii 1 ii_
1= x(x- 1) I(2x - 1) (x) + asin(Wb(x))Il > I
114'(41~~ jj -1 bIxfl
which implies that b(x) diverges as - as x -+ 0. But if p~'(x) diverges as , V'(x)
diverges as log(x) as x -+ 0 contradicting the assumption that Vb and hence ' are
bounded as x -+ 0. Therefore, r must be zero as claimed in the Theorem. Q.E.D.
The (one-parameter family of) solutions that we constructed in Theorem 2.2.5 are
bounded in a neighborhood (-E, E) of the horizon x = 0. Hence, it follows from Theorem
2.3.1 that the solutions of Theorem 2.2.5 obey the relation4 (2.40).
2.4 Beyond the Horizon
Lemma 2.4.1 Let p(z) be a solution of the equation
(z2 - 1)zz + 2zW, + a sin(p) = 0 (2.45)
on the interval [1, oc) with initial conditions
a sin(7)
0<yp(1)=7<r; Yz(1)= 2
Then at all z > 1,
and
lim p(z) = 0
41n terms of the physical coordinate z, the relation is ozo(1) = in2(1))
Proof: Consider the Liapunov function
2
_ a(1 - cos((p))
2 z -1
Then
dVdV
dz
dV
= -o z + -P)zz +mD
1 2zp
z 2 -
{ 2 z z
(1- cos(p))
Z2 -1
+ a sin(w)}] 2z2
- 1
a(1 - cos(o))
z2 - 1
a sin(p) Oz
z
2 
- 1
2z [ a
z2- 1 [(Pz
+
2z
z
2
-
1
Therefore
d [(z 2 - 1)V(z)] - 2
dz -ZO
Since z > 1, we conclude that
Q(z) - (z2 - 1)V(z)= (z2- 1) (p2(Z) + a(1 - cos(p(z)))2
is a monotonically decreasing function of z.
Since Yoz(1) is bounded and 0 < p(1) < 7r,
Q(1) = a(1 - cos(o(1)) < 2a.
If at some z, > 1, o(z,) = 7 then
(2- 1) (z)Q(z,) = (Z - z (z,) + a(1 - cos( o (z,))) > a(1 - cos(W(z,)))2 = 2a > Q(1)
contradicting the fact that Q(z) is a monotonically decreasing function. Therefore
-r < yP(z) < 7r at all z > 1, as claimed.
V(z) + 9]
For z > 1, the equation (2.45) behaves effectively as
z 2 'pzz(z) + 2z pz(z) + asin(p(z)) = 0 (2.46)
The behavior of the equation at large z becomes more transparent if we make a a loga-
rithmic change of coordinates t = In z. With t as the indepedent variable, equation (2.46)
becomes
et (t) + t (t) + asin(a) = 0 (2.47)
If we interpret V(t) as the coordinate of a 1-dimensional particle and t as time, then
equation (2.47) describes the motion of the particle in a potential U(o) = a(1 - cos(o))
in the presence of a frictional force. Since I o(t) j< 7r for all t > 0, we conclude that the
particle remains within the well centered at p = 0, executing damped oscillations about
the minimum p = 0 and eventually comes to rest at p = 0. Hence,
lim O(z) = 0
as we set out to show.
Q.E.D.
2.5 Inside the Horizon
2.5.1 Large Static Solitons are Forbidden
Theorem 2.5.1 If a < 2, then every regular solution of
(z2 - 1) zz + 2zpz + a sin(P) = 0 (2.48)
is topologically trivial (i.e., limzo p(z) = limz_+ o p(z)).
Proof: Assume, on the contrary, that a < 2 and W(z) is a topologically nontrivial solution
of (2.48). Since W -4 -(o + 2mr) and z -+ -z are symmetries of the equation, without
loss of generality, we may assume that
lim P(z) = 0; lim (p(z) = 2nr; n > 1, ne Z.
Therefore p(0) = nr, n > 1, n e Z. Further, given the above boundary condition on 9,
as a Corollary to Lemma 2.4.1 we conclude that -7r < p(1) < 7r, W(1) = 0.
We'll show that if a < 2 and 0 < 9(1) < 7r, then 0 < W(0) < 7r. (Since 9 -+ -9 is
a symmetry of the equation, the previous assertion implies that if -r < W(1) < 0 then
-r < p(0) < 0.) The contradiction will prove the claim.
We'll work with the static field equation in hypergeometric coordinates.
x(x - 1) Wxx + (2x - 1) x + a sin(9) = 0. (2.49)
In terms of the variable x, we'll show that if a < 2 and 0 < p(0) < 7r then 0 < 9( ) < 7r.
There are two possibilities: either xx < 0 throughout the interval (0, ] or at some
j (0, 1], Ox(-t) > 0.
Consider the first case. If possible let W(x*) = 7r at some 0 < x* < and consider
the leftmost such x*. The initial conditions at x = 0 are
0 < p(0) = 7 < 7r; Wx (0) = a sin(-)
in the interval [0,x*], x, < asin(-y). Therefore
a sin (7)
o(x*) <5 7 + x*a sn(y)< a sin(7) < 7 )
2
Since we assumed that W(x*) = 7r,
a sin(7) sin(y) sin( sin(r- 7y) > 2
7+ >r or - -2 -7r - - 7 -/ -y a
which is impossible since a < 2. Hence, in the first case 0 < W(x) < 7r throughout the
interval [0, f].
Now consider the second case wherein Wx(t) > 0 at some t E (0, ]. By choosing a
sufficiently small t (among all the t at which Wz > 0) we may assume that y(x) < 7r in
the interval (0, t].
If possible, let yp(x*) = 7r at some t < x* < .. Further let x* be the leftmost point
in the interval [2, ] at which o = 7r. Then in the interval [2, x*], 0 < (x) < 7r. Also in
the interval [±, x*], ox > 0 as can be seen by rewriting equation (2.49) as
y(x) = x(1-x) oa sin(p(y))dy
Since the interval [2, x*] is compact, we may assume that over the interval px > b > 0.
In the interval [2, x*], as the following argument shows, pxx > 0 as well. Differenti-
ating equation (2.49) we get
x(x - 1) xxx + (4x - 2) + (2 + a cos(W)) = 0
Hence,
1
xx x(1 - x) [(4x - 2) xx + (2 + a cos( p)) Vx] (2.50)
In order for xx to become negative, it must cross zero at some i E (t, x*] and at ,
XXx(J) must be zero or negative. But since 2 + acos( p) > 0, and in the interval [, x*]
~xV > 0, if z(.) = 0 then equation (2.50) implies that exx() > 0. Therefore, SOxx > 0
in the interval [2, x*]. Using equation (2.49) we then conclude that in the interval [, x*]
a sin(V) > (1 - 2x) Vx (2.51)
Over [t, x*], x > 0 and 1- 2x > 0; hence the right hand side is nonnegative. Therefore,
in the interval [2, x*]
sin(yo(x)) > 0 =- y(x) < 7r (2.52)
which contradicts the assumption that V(x*) = 7r.
Q.E.D
In the next subsection, we'll show that topologically nontrivial static solutions do exist
when a > 2.
2.5.2 Existence of Small Static Solitons
Lemma 2.5.2 Let o(X; ), -oo < 7 < oo, be a bounded solution of the equation
x(x - 1) xx + (2x - 1)ox + asin(W) = 0
in the interval [-, ] with the following properties:
1. In a sufficiently small neighborhood (-c, c) of x = 0, W(x; 7y) is a continuous
bounded solution of the integral equation
W(x; 7) - V(x; o(x; 7)) = -no1(x) (2.53)
where V(x; W(x; 7)) is defined in Lemma 2.2.3 and p in equation (2.18).
2. p(O; 7y) = 7; o'(0; 7) = a sin(7)
Then, at any e [0, 1], p(; 7) is a continuous function of 7y.
Outline of the proof: We'll show that
1. W(x; 7-y) and p'(x; 7y) are continuous functions of -y7 in an e-neighborhood of x = 0.
2. At any x e[a,b], 0 < a < b < 1, v(x;-7) depends continuously on the initial
conditions W(a) and p'(a).
Assertions (1) and (2) above, imply the claim in the Lemma.
Proof: The proof has been partitioned into four parts for clarity.
1. Continuity of yp(x; 7y) w.r.t. 7 at x (-E, c):
From (2.53) we have
p(x; 'y)-W(x; Y')fl < lV(x; p(x;,y))-V(x;p(x;','))l +Pl(x)ll'y--yl2
(2.54)
Setting f(x; -y) = a(p(x; 7) - sin(p(x; y))), from Lemma 2.2.3 we have,
= h(x) (x ((Y) fy ) dy
o y(y - 1)W(y))
+ 1(x)f [( x f) o(u) f u(u;) dul dy
Y 0 ku(u - 1)W(u)
- p1 (x) x h(y) dy
o y(y - 1)W(y))
Therefore
~V(x; (x;-y)) - x;(; ))
fo ( Y (Y ) (K jh(x)j /o y1W~) [f(y;y) - f(y;y')] dy l
+ '(x)f ° j )o ((u- 1 )W(u)[ f(;7 u')].,dYfx fh ()I
+ f(xhy [ f (y; -y) - f (y; 7')] dy |S(o - 1)W(y)
We observe that
I f (y; Y) - f(y; Y')| = a [ (y; 7y) - sin (w (y; 7)] - [p (y; 7y') - sin (W (y; -y') ]I
< a ( p(y; 7y) - W(y; 7y') + a I sin(w(y; 7y)) - sin(p(y; 7'))I
" al (W(y; 7') - o(y; y') | + all cos( p*) I | (o(y; 'y) - o(y; 7y')II
" 2a (W(y;-y) - (p(y; -y') (2.57)
p* is some value between p(y; 7y) and .p(y; 7') (Mean Value Theorem).
Within a sufficiently small neighborhood of x = 0, p1 (x), h(x) and i are analytic
functions of x. Also, V(x; 7-y) and p(x; 7-y') are continuous functions of x in a sufficiently
small neighborhood of x = 0. Therefore for a sufficiently small 61, we can find constants,
Cp, Ch, Cg > 0 such that for xl < iE, |IpI(x)|| < cp, Ilh(x)| < Ch and 1  11)w() < c".
Define
ME - max { |p(x; 7) - (p(x;'y')ll}
xE[-c ,El]
(2.55)
(2.56)
V(x; (p(x; y))
From (2.57) we have
max {ff(p(px; ')) - f((p(x; -y'))11}
xE[-ci elE]
which together with (2.56) yields, at any x E [-El, 6],
IIV(x; O(x; -Y)) - V(x; V (x; '))11
< (ChCpCwl)( 2  ) +
- 2
- el1 [CaM.,]
4 (2a.M ) +
4
(chCpC ) (2
2
where C > 0 is a constant. From (2.54) and (2.58) we have, at any x c [-1, 61],
IlkO((7) - c(Xvy') II < CclaME, + cpl-y - -'ll (2.59)
The inequality in (2.59) holds at every x E [-e, E1] and in particular,
M1 6 1CaM,1 + c,11- - y'1 (2.60)
By choosing e1 to be sufficiently small we can ensure that |I|[Call < 1 and we obtain,
(2.61)ME C - lG h - 1-Ceia
Given any p > 0, if we choose ll -7' < p(1-cl) then at every x G [-exei] we'll haveCp
I| (x; ) - (; Y')|1 < M, < p (2.62)
which proves continuity with respect to 7 at any x in a sufficiently small neighborhood
[-E1, E1] of X = 0.
2. Continuity of p'(x; 7y) w.r.t. 7y at x E [-62, 62]. -
To prove the continuity of V'(x; 7-y) with respect to 7-y, we observe that if p(x; 7y) satisfies
< 2aM,1
(2.58)
equation (2.53) then p'(x; 7y) satisfies the following equation:
p'(u; Y)= V'(x; W'(x; y) + -y' (x)
Using (2.55), p'(x;'7) can be written as
Ip'(x; -y) = h'(x) fo 1 (y) ((; )) dy
o (y(y - 1)W(y)
+ h(x) O (x)
+ x [)
+ Wfo(x) 1
+ W [(x
f(W (x; -7))Sx(X - 1)W(x)
f1()
y, JO i U)(
( -)w ) du dy
u(u - 1)W(u)J
(u - 1)W(u) I
- 'x) h(y) - )) dy01 (y( - 1)W(y))
- '1(x) [h(x) (2.64)f ((x; 7))(x - 1)W(x))]
Therefore,
II V(x; 7) - V'(X; -')
+ Ilh(x) x(x- 1)W(x) [f((x; '7)) - f(W(x; Y'))] I(xX - 1) W(x))
+ |I I () ( ( 1 (U ) [f ((u; ))
f() (1)w(U)) [[ f(u; '))- f(
+(x o (u (u - 1)W(u)) (
W fo ( h(y) f[f ((Y;7))-f( (Y; 7'
+ #(x - 1)W (y)
du] dyl|
I,
-f((u; 7'))]
V (u; -'))] du
))] dyll
+ lIki(x) x( h(x) [f((x; 7)) - f(p(x; ))] I (2.65)(X( - 1) W(x)) X Y)-f( X Y)
Recall that h(x) and po(x) are analytic functions of x in a small neighborhood of x = 0.
Further, we showed above that V(x; 7) is a continuous function of -y for x E (-,E, E1);
consequently, f(V) = a( o - sin(v)) is also a continuous function of 7 in the interval
(2.63)
< h )o y(y - 1)W (y) f (W(y; 7'))] dy I
(-61,cE). Therefore, we can find an E2 < 61 and constants Ch, CCg, Cp, C ,Cf such that
for x E [-62, 62],
1I|h(x)l < ch, |h'(x)ll < c', Ilpl(x)|I < cp, Ip'(x)ll < cp', |x(x_ 1)W(x)11 < c.,
f (P(x; f)) - (p(x; 7'))|| < c(-Y, Y').
It is important to note that we can
x G [-62, 62] we have, using (2.57),
pII'(x;) -('(x; ')|| [c' c,
+ [cc,
make cf(, 7') -+ 0 as -y - y'. Therefore, at any
Cf (Y, ')
c (, Y')
cW]E2 + [Ch Cp Cf (',7) CW]
cW]E2 + [c2 Cf(_, _'/) CW]
cWI2 + [Cp Ch Cf (, Y') Cw]
where K(E2 ) is a constant (which depends on 62). Since we can make cf(-y, 7') -+ 0 as
-y - 'y', for any given 6 > 0, we can make
cf(1y') <K(62)
by choosing |1y-y'1 to be sufficiently small; we would then have lp'(x; -y) -'(x; ') 11 < 6
showing that p'(x;'7) is a continuous function of 7. Since, 62 < 61, we conclude that
both p(x; -y) and p'(x; '7) are continuous functions of -y at any x E [-E2, 62].-
3. Continuity of p(x; 7-y) and p'(x; 7) w.r.t. p(62), W'(62), at x e [E2, ]
Observe that the differential equation
x(x - 1) po + (2x - 1) p + a sin(p) = 0
can be written as the following system of first order differential equations
Px = V)
2x- 1 a
= x(x-1) - x(x-1)sin()
x (x - 1) x (x - 1)
(2.66)
(2.67)
+ [C'1 Ch Cf (Y,')
= K(E2) Cf 7, Y')
or setting
Ythe system (2.67) can be rewritten as t following vector differential equation
the system (2.67) can be rewritten as the following vector differential equation
dYdx F(Y, x) 
-
dx
Let
Y = and Y* =-
Lbe any two vec ors. Then, at x e [2,be any two vectors. Then, at x E [62, 1 ],
KIIF(Y, x) - F(Y*, x)ll 22x-1)X(X-1) - V*)
+
x(x-1) (sin(W)
1
x - 1) - (x- 1) 
(2.70)
(We've used Mean Value Theorem in estimating sin(V) - sin(w*)). In the interval ['2, ],
both 2x-1 and a are monotonically decreasing functions. Therefore,
I x(x-1) 1 1 X(x-1)
< I- *IIb {1 + E22-1 2 262(62 - 1) I +
= C*ll - *II + ?2 + * II
5 c3V -Y *12 * 2
c3 ilY-Y*1
= L IIY - Y* I
(2.68)
(2.69)*
- sin(p*))
I|F(Y, x) - F(Y*, x)
2x-1 0 sin()
-( -- 1) x(x-1)
E2 (I- 2)
(2.71)
where c1, c2 and c3 = max{cl, c2} are all constants and L = c3v/2 is the Lipschitz
constant. Therefore F(Y, x) is a Lipschitzian function of Y over the compact interval
[k2, ].
The solution of (2.68) with initial condition Y(6 2) = C is given by
Yc(x) = C + F(Yc(w), w)dw (2.72)
62
If Yc(x) and Yc,(x) are two solutions of (2.72) with initial conditions Yc(E2) = C and
Yc, (E2) = C' respectively, then
c(x) - Yc,(x)| |C - C'| + fl F(Yc(w),w) - F(Yc,(w),w)|dw
'2
< |C - C'| + L IIYc(w) - Yc,(w) dw (2.73)
Since IIYc(x)-Yc,(x) 1, L and IC-C'|| are all positive, dividing the inequality throughout
by the right hand side and multiplying the resulting inequality by L we have,
LIYc(x) - Yc,(x)| < L (2.74)
|C - C'| + fc L IYc(w) - Yc,(w)||dw -
Recognizing that the numerator of the left hand side is the derivative of the denominator,
we can integrate the left and right hand sides of the inequality to obtain,
in [|C - C'l + L IIYc(w) - Yc,(w) |dw < L(x - 62) (2.75)
'2 E2
or
jfC - C'l + j L |lYc(w) - Yc,(w)l|dw < |C - C'I|eL(x -E2) (2.76)
62
Using (2.73) and (2.76) we finally have,
IYc(x) - Yc,(x) IIC - C'I|eL( - 2) (2.77)
Recall that L is a constant and x- E2 < . Therefore, given any 61 > 0 we can find a
62 > 0, such that if |C - C'1 < 62 then IIYc(x) - Yc,(x)l _ 62 e < 61. Hence Yc(x)
varies continuously with the initial condition Y(c2) = C.
4. Continuity of a(x; 7) and p'(x; 7y) w.r.t. 7 at x E [0, 1]:
In part 3, we showed that for any x [2, 12, Y(x) - (x; ) is a continuous vector
V '(x; -Y)J
function of the initial condition Y(E2 ) = 2 . In parts 1 and 2 we showed that
o(x; 7) and V'(x; 7y) are continuous functions of 7y at x E [0, C2], 62 > 0. Therefore, we
conclude that at any x E [0, ], o(x; 7y) and W'(x; 7y), are continuous functions of y7.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.5.3 Let p(x; 7y) be a solution of the equation
x(x - 1) Vxx + (2x - 1) Wx + a sin(V) = 0. (2.78)
satisfying the initial conditions
p(0; 7) = 7-y; '(0; 7y) = asin(7)
Define
M7 - max V (x; Y7)
xE[o,' ]
If My, > 7 for some 0 < y, < 7, then, there exists a 0 < 7* < Y, such that the
solution , (x) of (2.78) with initial conditions W, (0; 7*) = 7*, ',(0; 7*) = a sin(Qy*)
satisfies p. (; 7*) = .
Proof: Define
7* = inf{ -y I M > 4} (2.79)
Since Mo = 0 and M., > 7r, Lemma 2.5.2 implies that 7y* exists and 0 < 7y* < 7.
If M
. 
> 7r then from Lemma 2.5.2 we know that we can find a 7y' < y7* such that
My > 7r contradicting the assumption that 7* is the infimum over such -ys. For the same
reason, My. 7r either. Hence, M . =7r.
If M
. 
attains its maximum value of 7r at a point x* E (0, ) then ox(x*;7*) = 0
since x* is a local maximum of V(x; 7y*). Since W(x*; 7y*) = 7, sin(W(x*; 7y*)) = 0 and
from equation (2.78) we conclude that oxx(x*; 7*) = 0. All the higher derivatives of W at
x* can be obtained by differentiating the differential equation sufficiently many times. It
is easy to see that derivative of order n > 3 is a sum of terms, where each term contains
derivatives of order 1 to n - 1 as factors. Hence all the derivatives of V vanish at x*
which implies that on the interval [x* , ], - 7r.
The other possibility is that My. attains its maximum, not in (0, ) but at 1. In that
case, the claim is trivially satisfied.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.5.4 Let o(x; a, 7y), be a bounded solution of
x(x - 1)W x + (2x - 1)Vx + a sin(W) = 0 (2.80)
in the interval [0, 1], satisfying the initial conditions
V(0; a, 7) = 7; px(0; a, 7) = asin(7y). (2.81)
Define
M(a, 7y) = max p (x; a, 7y).
XC[O,112
Then, for any a > 2, there exists a 0 < 7 < 7r, such that
M(a, y) > 7r.
Proof: For < 0 < -, sin( - ) < r - 0 and2
lim sin(r - 0)
-r 7F - 0
Therefore, for any a > 2, we can find a ! < < 7r, sufficiently close to 7r, such that for
all y < 7r,
1. sin(r--y) > 2
7r--y a
2. a cos(i) I > 2.
We'll show that if we choose any -7 E [', 7r), then M(a, 7y) > 7r.
Assume on the contrary that for -7 as chosen above, M(a, '7) = M < 7r. Given
the above assumption, we show that, if zz(x') < 0 at some x' E (0, 1] then at every
x [x', ], 9x(X) < 0.
Differentiating equation (2.80) we obtain
1
P - x(1 - x) [(4x - 2) xx + (2 + a cos( p)) x] (2.82)
x (1 - X)
which is well defined in the interval (0, ]. Now rewrite equation (2.80) as
1 rx
qo (x) = x(1-x) asin( p(y))dy. (2.83)
In the interval [0, ], < -y < (x) < M < 7r. Hence Wx(x) is strictly positive in the
interval [0, 1]. Therefore, in the interval [0, ],
acos(p(x)) + 2 < acos(7y)+2 < 0 (2.84)
Thus (2 + a cos(p(x))) ,(x) < 0 at every x in the interval [0, ].
If possible, contrary to our claim, let oz cross zero at some x" [x', ]. Then at x",
zxx(x") = 0 and Wxzzx(x") > 0. But from equation (2.82) and the preceding discussion
we know that in the interval [0, ], whenever Wox = 0, Pxxx < 0. The contradiction
proves the claim.
There are two possibilities:
1. Either Wzx(x') < 0 at some x' c (0, 1] or
2. pzz(x) > 0 at every x E (0, ].
In the first case, avz(x) < 0 at every x e [x', -]. Using equation (2.80) we have
1
xx(x) = x(1 - [(2x - 1)Wx + a sin(p)] < 0
x Hence atx
From equation (2.83) we know that px remains bounded at x = Hence at x = , we
have
xx (-)= 4a sin( o) < 0 (2.85)
But we assumed that E < ' < < M < r in the interval [0, 1] and hence inequality
(2.85) is impossible. Therefore, the first case above cannot hold.
On the other hand if xx > 0 in [0, ], then at every x E [0, 1],
o (x) > X (0) = a sin (7Y).
Then
= p(O) + y(y)dy
1
> Y + -1 (a sin(y))2
1
= I (a sin(7 - y))
2
1
S7+ 1 (2(7r - ))
2
> 7F
which contradicts the assumption that M < 7r. The contradiction completes the proof
of the Lemma.
Q.E.D.
2.6 Appendix A: Singular Differential Equations
This appendix presents the construction of the two linearly independent solutions of the
following restricted hypergeometric equation
x(x - 1) xx + ((a + b + 1)x - c)px + abp = 0 (2.86)
in a neighborhood of x = 0 for a, b and c satisfying
a + b = 1 (2.87)
c = 1 (2.88)
ab = a (2.89)
for some fixed constant a.
It is well known [37] that the hypergeometric series
1 (X) = 2 F 1 (a, b, c; x) = (a)n! ()nX (2.90)
n=O n! (c)
is a solution of the hypergeometric equation (2.86). (a), = a(a + 1)(a + 2)(a + n - 1)
is the Pochamer symbol. Further, it is also known (can be easily verified) that the series
converges in the interval llxH < 1 and in that interval represents an analytic function.
If p2 (x) is a second linearly independent solution of (2.86), then, V 2 (x) can be written
as
2 (X) = V(X) ( 1 (x), (2.91)
in the interval (0, c) or in (-c, 0), for some c > 0; v(x) is a nonconstant function of x.
Substituting (2.91) into (2.86), we obtain
0 = v x(x- 1) d2 + ((a + b + 1)x - c) d + aboI
dv2 dd
+ 2x(x - 1) dp+ ((a + b + 1)x - c)dx dx+ a+b+)x-c)l
d2v
+ d 2 {x(x- 1)o1] (2.92)
Recognizing that the first term on the right hand side vanishes, we obtain the differential
equation,
d2v d991 ]dv
[x(x - 1) ] 2 + 2x(x - 1) dx + ((a + b + 1)x - c)9i dx = 0 (2.93)
Setting w(x) = d we get
[x(x - 1)91] dw + 2x(x - 1) d +((a+b+1)x-c)o1 w=0 (2.94)dx dxI
The equation (2.94) is singular at x = 0. As we will see, v(x) diverges logarithmically as
x -> 0. Hence we consider the two intervals (-C, 0) and (0, c) separately.
2.6.1 2(x) in (0,c)
The solution of (2.94) is
f x 2y(y - 1){ + ((a + b + )y - c)01
w(x) = w(xo) exp - - 1dy)f 2 (P - 1)(i
f x 2 dy± 2y
w(xo) exp - +  Y dy
wx y'i y(y - 1)J
= w(xo) exp{- In [I() In x(x-)]2 (Xo) xo -1)
Sw(xo) Xo(1 - Xo) 1 (Xo) (2.95)
x(1 - x)I4(x)
where x0 c (0, E). From (2.95) we infer that on the interval (0, E)
x(1 _ X) w(x) 992(x) - C1
where cl is a nonzero constant. (If cl were zero, then w(x) - 0 which would imply
that 9 2 (X) = K 1 (x), where r is a constant. Hence, 9p and 2 would not be linearly
independent as we assumed.)
Thus we have
dv c1
w(X (x v- 12() (2.96)w(x) = dx = x(1 - x)(x) (2.96)
Let Z(pi) be the zero of 9 closest to the origin. Then - and 1 are analytic in the
interval I x < c, where e = min(1, Z(yo1)). Expanding and 1 in Taylor series in the
interval I x < e we get 5 ,
W(X)- dV C1 {(1+x+x2+...)(1+bix+...)}, Ix |<
1 0
= ci - + E an (2.97)
X n=.
Since the series in (2.97) converges in (-e, c), it converges absolutely and uniformly 6 in
some compact subinterval. Therefore, we can integrate the series term by term7 to obtain
v(x) = ci x -+ j 0anyndY , Xo C (0, E)
o0 Y n=o
- c - + h(x)
xo Y
= c [log(x) - log(xo) + h(x)]
= c 1 log(x) + h(x)] + c2  (2.98)
Observe that h(x) = fox E'% anyndy is an analytic function in the entire interval (-C, C).
Further, h(0) = 0. Hence,
P2(X) = V(X)1 (X)
-= ciPI(x) [log(x) + h(x)] + c2 W 1 (x) (2.99)
But we are merely interested in a second solution that is linearly independent with respect
to Pi(x). The multiplicative constant cl and the term c2 W1 (x) are irrelevant and dropping
5 Theorems 14 and 15; page 230; [32]
6 Theorem 9; page 230; [32]
7 Theorem 10; page 230; [32]
them, we get
92 (x) = P 1 (x) [log(x) + h(x)] = 1 (x) log(x) + h(x) (2.100)
where h(x) = p1l(x)h(x) is an analytic function in (-, e).
2.6.2 S2(x) in (-, 0)
When we solved (2.94) in (0, c) we chose x0 G (0, c) as the lower limit of integration in
(2.95). Now we choose some x' (-c, 0) as the lower limit and integrating as in (2.95)
we get
x(1 - x)w(x) 02(x) = c', c', 0. (2.101)
Repeating the argument following equation (2.95) we get
v(x) = c' dY d + 0 anydy
-zo y n=O
Sc' [log(-x) + h(x)] + c2 (2.102)
It is important to note that the h(x) in (2.102) is the same function that we obtained in
(2.98). The singularity at x = 0 pertains only to the function log(x) and not the function
h(x).
Hence a second solution linearly independent with respect to p in (-E, 0) is
2(x) = P1(x) [log(-x) + h(x)] (2.103)
Combining the two cases above we can define 2 over the punctured interval (-, ) \{0}
as
V2(x) v(x)log(I x I) + h(x) (2.104)
where h(x) = p(x)h(x) is analytic on the interval (-c, c).
2.7 Appendix B: Liapunov Stability Theory
In this appendix we present a stability theorem due to Liapunov that constitutes, what is
known in the literature as, Liapunov's second method[11, 16, 31].
Result 1 Consider a system of n first order differential equations
dXdX= f (X, t). (2.105)
dt
If there exists a continuous function V(x, t), defined for IIX II < M and to < t < t1 ,
satisfying the following conditions
1. V(0,t) = 0 for all to < t < ti.
2. dV = - + VV.f(X,t) < 0
3. V(X, t) _ a(I IX ) where a(IIXII) is a continuous, strictly increasing and positive
definite function of its argument
then for every e > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that if IIX(to)II < 6, then IIX(t) I < c
for to < t < t1 .
Proof: Since V is a continuous function and V(0, t) - 0 for all t, we can find an Xj < e
such that for all XII < |X6|, V(X, to) < a(c). If we now choose any |Xo < jXe||,
and set X(to) = Xo, we'll show below that for to < t < tj, lX(t)I < C.
Assume on the contrary, that for some to < t < t1 , X(t) = c. But since - <0,
V(X(t),t) < V(Xo, to) < a(c) (2.106)
But from condition 2 above,
V(X(t),t) > a(|X(t) |) = a(c). (2.107)
The contradiction proves the claim.
Q.E.D.
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Chapter 3
Solitons on de Sitter Manifold
In Chapter 2 we proved that static soliton solutions cannot exist in an expanding universe
if a < 2. The proof of nonexistence was presented in the Robertson-Walker (comoving)
coordinate system (x, t) and relied only on the behavior of the field inside the region
-1 < z = HzeHt < 1. In order to ensure that the threshold a = 2 is not a spurious
peculiarity of the particular coordinate system we chose, we'll re-examine the nonexistence
proof, using different coordinates on the region -1 < z = HxeHt < 1 of the de Sitter
manifold. As our new coordinates, we choose the natural static coordinates [10, 15, 21]
in which the metric is time-independent. We'll show that the conclusions of the previous
chapter remain unaltered in the static coordinates.
Next, we examine a curious feature that emerged during the discussion in Chapter 2
- the singularities in the field equation at z = ±1. The singularities in the equation are
intriguing given that the metric (in comoving coordinates) is well behaved at every finite
x and t. Coordinatizing the de Sitter manifold with the Gibbons-Hawking coordinates[9]
reveals that the singularities actually reflect the existence of horizons at z = ±1. The
horizons in de Sitter spacetime are curious in that, in contrast to the Schwarzschild black
hole which lies inside its horizon, an observer at x = z = 0 in de Sitter spacetime perceives
that the region -1 < z = HxeHt < 1 is surrounded by a "black hole"; once a particle
moves beyond the horizon of the observer at x = z = 0, it cannot return to the region
inside the horizon. In Section 3.2 we attempt to clarify the nature of the horizon.
3.1 Static coordinates
The 2-dimensional de Sitter manifold is realized as the following hyperboloid embedded
in 3-dimensional Minkowski space with signature (1, -1, -1).
z z, = z Z - z2 - Z = -H 2  (3.1)
If we coordinatize the 2-dimensional manifold in terms of the Robertson-Walker coordi-
nates (x, t) as
zo = H - 1 sinh(Ht) + -HeHt 22
zl = H - 1 cosh(Ht) - IHeHtx22
Z2 e Ht (3.2)
then
dT 2 = dz 2 - dz2 - dz 2 = dt2 - e2 Htdx2
which is the line element of the expanding universe that we used in Chapter 2. The (x, t)
coordinate system covers only half of the de Sitter manifold since
zo + zl = H-leHt > 0 (3.3)
Further, as we discussed above, we are only interested in re-examining the behavior of the
field (p inside the region -1 < z = HxeHt < 1, that is, inside the region
1 1
< z2 < (3.4)H H
Define R to be the region on the manifold (3.1) which satisfies the constraints (3.3) and
(3.4). We can coordinatize R alternatively using the static coordinates (R, T) as
zo = v/H- 2_ 2 sinh(HT)
Z = /H- 2 - R 2 cosh(HT)
z2 =R; -H - < R < H - 1  (3.5)
In static coordinates, the line element is
dT2 = dzO - dz1 - dz = (1 - R 2 H2 )dT2  (1 - R 2 H 2 )-dR 2  (3.6)
As the name suggests, the metric is independent of the time coordinate T.
In an expanding universe, we defined the "physical" distance from an observer at x = 0
to a point at comoving coordinate x and at time t - i.e., the distance measured by rulers
that do not stretch with expansion - to be eHtx. Since z2 = eHtx, the z 2 coordinate of a
point on the de Sitter manifold measures what we called the "physical" distance from the
observer at x = z2 = 0. But in the (R, T) coordinates, R = z 2 and hence we conclude
that the R coordinate measures the physical distance from the observer at R = z2 = 0.
Although both (x, t) and (R, T) coordinates cover the region within the horizon of
an observer at z2 = 0, the constant-time slices of the de Sitter manifold are different in
these coordinate systems. Whereas in the (x, t) coordinates constant time slice t = ,l is
the intersection of de Sitter manifold with the plane zo + zx = H-leH, in the (R, T)
coordinates, constant time slice T = K2 is the intersection of the de Sitter manifold with
the hypersurface zo = zl tanh(Ha2). Since we are interested in solutions that depend
only on the "physical" spatial coordinate z 2 = eHtx = R, in the language of (R, T)
coordinates, our solution would be independent of the time coordinate T.
Theorem 3.1.1 Consider the two coordinate charts (x, t) and (R, T) (defined in
(3.2) and (3.5)) which cover the region R. Further let the action be
S] = # [gwao, - m 2 (1 - COs()) d2 X
Then, for given m and H, the equation of motion in (x, t) coordinates has a "static"
solution of the form p (xeHt) in R if and only if the equation of motion in (R, T)
coordinates has a time independent solution p(R).
Proof: In (R, T) coordinates the differential equation for a time-independent solution is
(R 2H 2 _ 1) RR + 2H 2Ry'R + m 2 sin(p) = 0
Scaling R as z = HR and dividing throughout by H 2 we get
(z2 - 1)pzz + 2z z + a sin() = 0 (3.7)
where a = U. Equation (3.7) is identical to the equation governing "static" solutions
in (x, t) coordinates. Hence for a given a, there is a time-independent solution in (R, T)
coordinates if and only if there is a "static" solution in (x, t) coordinates.
Q.E.D
Thus using the static coordinates instead of the Robertson-Walker coordinates, to
cover the region inside the horizon of an observer at R = 0, does not alter the conclusions
in the previous chapter. In either of the coordinate systems, static soliton solutions exist
2  
m2if and only if 1- > 2. In Chapter 4 we'll discuss the threshold - = 2 further.
3.2 Horizon in de Sitter spacetime
Consider the motion of a particle of mass m in the universe described by the metric in
(3.5). Assume that the particle is at R = 0 at T = 0. The geodesic equation for the
particle is
0 = P" pP, = P"P,,a -p pPg" p ,
Since the metric in (3.5) is independent of time coordinate T, goa,o = 0 and we obtain
dXa dPo  dPo
PPo, = m =dX m =d
'd7 dX & dT
where the affine parameter 7 is the proper time and P' = m 7. Since Po is conserved
along the geodesic, we can set
Since P"P = m 2 we have
m
2 E 2  M 2
1 - R2H 2  1 _ 2)1
dR\ 2
dR
E 2 - 1 + R 2H 2
(dR 2
dr J
2
= E 2 - 1 + R 2 H 2
(3.9)
Since we assumed the particle started at R = 0 at T = 0, E > 1. Integrating (3.9) we
get
T = H In [HR + E 2  I 2H2
H'
which shows that the particle reaches R = - after a finite amount of proper time.
In order to calculate the lapse of coordinate time, we have from (3.8) that
Po = mUo = mE
where U" is the 4-velocity of the particle. Hence,
dt mE
po = m - gOPo =
d7 1 - R 2H 2
mE
dt = dr =
1 - R 2 H 2
mE
dR
(1- R2H2)/E2- 1 R2H 2
Po = mE (3.8)
Therefore
(3.10)
Integrating (3.10) we get
1 E 2 + RH - 1
t = tanh - l
2HE EV(RH- 1)2 + 2(RH - 1) + E 2
1 E2 - RH - 1
tanh-
2HE EV(RH + 1)2 - 2(RH + 1) + E2
At R = , the first term above diverges while the second term remains finite, showingH'
that the particle reaches the horizon R = $ only after an infinite amount of coordinate
time.
The motion of test particles suggests the existence of a horizon at R = ±. The
nature of the horizon becomes transparent in the Gibbons-Hawking coordinates, which
are defined in terms of the 2 + 1 dimensional Minkowski space coordinates z0 , z 1 , z2 (3.1)
as
U Hzl HzoU= V= (3.11)
1 + Hz 2 ' 1 + Hz 2
or
2VH - 1  2UH - 1  1-U 2 + V 2
o 1+U 2 -V 2 ' l 1+ U2 - V 2 ' Z2= 1 I U 2 - V 2  (3.12)
The metric on the de Sitter manifold then becomes
4H-2
dT2 = dz2 - dz - d z 2 =  + U2 - v 2 (dV 2 - dU2)
An attractive feature of (U, V) coordinate system is that null geodesics look like those in
Minkowski spacetime.
The region -k < z 2 < - corresponds to the quadrant I: U > 0, V 2 < U2 in the
U - V plane. When z 2 = _, U2 = V 2 . Now consider a particle (massless or massive)
that starts in quadrant I and travels to reach a separation z2 > I from z2 = 0; that is
the particle is in the quadrant II: V > 0, V 2 > U2 . Once the particle enters quadrant
II, its forward light cone will always be contained in the quadrant II which means that
the particle can never return to the interior of quadrant I. Thus events in quadrant II
0 -
R -
-2
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
U
Figure 3-1: Gibbons-Hawking coordinates for de Sitter spacetime
cannot causally affect an observer at z2 = 0 and the observer at z2 = 0 perceives z 2
as a horizon with a black hole beyond it. Unlike in the Schwarzschild black hole however,
there is no curvature singularity anywhere in de Sitter spacetime.
Given that every observer sees a horizon at a distance 1, solutions which approach
vacuum configurations at spatial infinity seem devoid of much physical relevance. After all,
an observer at R = 0 would be unable to physically distinguish between the static soliton
solutions that we constructed and solutions which behave arbitrarily outside his horizon,
but coincide with our solutions inside his horizon. In either case, all he can observe is
a spatially nonconstant field configuration that vanishes at R = 0 and is antisymmetric
about R = 0.
Indeed during the inflationary phase, two observers 01 and 02, separated by a physical
distance exceeding y, cannot communicate with each other. However, if the inflationary
phase ends at some finite time, as is generally believed, then subsequently observers 01
and 02 might be able to communicate. In such a scenario, it is not meaningless to define
a soliton as a topologically nontrivial field configuration which approaches vacuum values
at spatial infinity.
Even if we assume that the inflationary phase does not end and that an observer at
R = 0, defines a soliton to be a spatially nonconstant field configuration that vanishes
at R = 0 and is antisymmetric about R = 0, the conclusions of the previous chapter
remain unaltered. For 1-) > 2, such static configurations exist and for -H2 < 2, they do
not. The conclusions did not rely on the behavior of the solutions at spatial infinity.
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Chapter 4
Tidal Forces and Static Solitons
4.1 Tidal Forces and Sine-Gordon Solitons
Whereas static soliton solutions to the Sine-Gordon equation exist for all nonzero values of
the mass parameter m in Minkowski spacetime, in de Sitter spacetime with a fixed value of
H, static solitons exist only if a - H > 2. In going from Minkowski spacetime - which is
the H = 0 limit of de Sitter spacetime - to de Sitter spacetime, new physical phenomena
of relevance to extended objects such as solitons make their appearance. For one thing, as
the discussion in Chapter 4 showed, for any nonzero H, every comoving observer perceives
a horizon at a distance 1. Further, as discussed in Chapter 2, finiteness of the solution
at the horizon is a severe constraint, which precludes the existence of static solitons for
a certain range of the parameter m. Ascribing the nonexistence of static solitons (for
a < 2) to the boundary condition at the horizon, though mathematically correct, is not
very revealing physically. In fact, as we'll argue below, the "physical" reason' for the
disappearance of static solitons at large H, has to do with an important phenomenon
that comes into play only in curved spacetimes - the tidal forces.
If we consider an extended object (such as a soliton) in a curved spacetime then the
effect of tidal forces on the object would be to try to make the different infinitesimal mass
elements within the object move along diverging geodesics; that is, the tidal force tends to
I1n the light of the threshold - = 2, it is curious to note that the scalar curvature of 1+I1 dimensional
de Sitter spacetime happens to be 2H 2.
pull the object apart. However, the internal forces among the mass elements prevent the
different mass elements from moving along (diverging) geodesics. Thus the internal forces
work against the tidal forces and try to hold the object together. Whether an object can
survive as a static configuration then depends on whether the internal forces among mass
elements are large enough to counteract the effects of tidal acceleration2 . Thus in order
to understand if time-independent soliton configurations can exist, one could estimate the
internal forces that act to hold the various mass elements together and then determine
whether the internal force is large enough to resist the effects of the tidal force.
To be very rigorous, we should compare the internal forces in an actual solitonic
configuration in curved space with the tidal forces that act on the configuration. To make
the analysis manageable however, we'll estimate the internal forces in flat space (H = 0
limit) and use that as an approximation to the internal forces in the soliton in curved
space. Given the simplifying assumption, we do not expect our estimates to provide a
good quantitative understanding of the balance between the two forces. Yet, surprisingly,
our argument is able to predict the threshold a = 2 to within a factor of 4. We then
apply the same argument to 't Hooft-Polyakov monopoles in 3 + 1 dimensional de Sitter
spacetime. The analysis turns out to be surprisingly similar to that in the Sine-Gordon case
and again the argument predicts a threshold, in terms of g, the gauge coupling constant
and F, the Higgs vacuum expectation value, to be (g) 2 - 20 (which we suspect is an
overestimation).
4.1.1 Restoring Force
Consider a scalar field theory in 1 + 1 dimensional Minkowski spacetime with the action
S[] = f , Oa&0 - U( p)] d2X
21t is important to observe that the effect of tidal acceleration is different from that of forces such
as, say, electric force. While the electric force acting on a charged particle induces an acceleration
proportional to the mass of the particle, the acceleration induced by the tidal force is independent of the
mass of the particle on which it acts (ignoring the back reaction of the particle on the metric). Thus the
tidal force is an example of the so-called kinematic forces.
Let's assume that the potential U(p) has multiple minima and that the theory admits
static soliton solutions. From the equation of motion
tt - Pz + U'M(P) = 0
we obtain the following differential equation for static solutions
- (xP + U'(p) = 0 (4.1)
Following Coleman [5], one observes that equation (4.1) resembles the equation of motion
of a 1-dimensional particle in potential -U(x).
d2s2X = U'(x) (4.2)
dt2
Let's assume that we are looking for a static soliton solution to (4.1) that goes from one
minimum of U(p) at x = -oo to an adjacent minimum at x = oc. In the language of the
particle described by (4.2), the particle goes from one maximum of -U(x) at t = -ooc to
an adjacent maximum at t = oc. Since energy is conserved during the particle's motion, if
we assume that U = 0 at its minima, (or that U = 0 at the maxima of -U) we conclude
that the total energy of the particle must be zero. Hence,
(W)2 - U(P) = 02
The energy of the static soliton configuration (as distinct from the energy of the particle
which moves in a potential -U) is given by
E = I {1 ()2 + U()} dx
= 2U(P) dx/ OO
Since most of the energy of the soliton is concentrated within a few characteristic lengths,
we define
EL = 2 U()dx
where L is an arbitrary parameter. Hereafter, we'll restrict attention to a segment of the
soliton in the interval [0, L]; L will be set equal to the characteristic length later.
Now consider a dilatation
x -+ y = Ax.
Under this dilatation the scalar field transforms as
If EL denotes the energy of the stretched soliton in the region 0 < y < AL, then
L oL { y)2 + U(((y)) I dyS2L
= JL1 (2) + AU(P(x)) dx
EL ( A)
The change in energy
6EL = EL-EL
2 A
If we consider a segment of the soliton of length L, then after the dilatation the segment
is stretched to length AL. Define the amount of stretching
L+S
S= AL - L A =
L
Therefore,
6EL EL L L+S -2)
2 L+S L
= EL )S2 (4.3)2 L(L + S)
Equation (4.3) suggests that the soliton almost behaves like a spring with spring "con-
stant" E . The only complication is that the spring "constant" is not a constant but a
function of the stretching S. If we interpret the gain in the internal energy of the soliton
as the work done on the soliton against a restoring force F(S) which is a function of the
stretching S, we get
6EL = F(S')dS 'L = - S (4.4)
Differentiating with respect to S we get,
F(S) = 1 - L2
= 1( )(I-_) (4.5)
Consider a mass element in the stretched soliton located in the interval [AL, AL + AA].
The "mass" within this segment is given by (in units in which c = 1)
6m = ,'(AL)AA
where 8'(AL) is the energy density of the stretched soliton at AL. The restoring force at
the left end of the mass element is F(S) while the restoring force at the right end of the
element is
F(S')= L+ I - 12 (L +A ( A2
where
S' = A(L + A)-(L+A)
= S+A(A-1)
Therefore the effective restoring force on the mass element is
1 1 EL EL+A
F(S) - F(S') = - 1 L+A2 A2 L L + A
1 (1 A (EL
2 2 L L
where S(L) is the energy density of the soliton at L and we've retained only terms of first
order in A. Therefore the restoring acceleration of the mass element is
(4.6)Ar F (S)- F (S) 1 1 -L
r6m 2 (A2 L L 61 (AL) A
4.1.2 Tidal Force
The calculation of geodesic deviation [34] yields the following formula for the tidal accel-
eration of a particle at (0
At = R' 0 'VVV
where R 3,6 is the Riemann tensor and V, the tangent vector of the initially parallel
geodesics of the observer and the particle. We take V" = 6,". In the expanding universe
with coordinates (x, t), the only nonzero component of the Riemann tensor is
R1010 = H 2
Therefore
At = H 2x (4.7)
4.1.3 Tidal vs. Restoring Forces
The static soliton in Sine-Gordon theory in Minkowski space is given by
p(x) = 4 tan [em x]
where we've assumed that the soliton is centered at x = 0. The expression shows that
the characteristic length of the soliton is 1
m
Consider the segment of the soliton in the interval [0.1]. We stretch the entire soliton
uniformly by a factor A; consequently, the segment in [0.- ] now extends over the interval
[0, ]. Restoring forces come into play within the soliton as a result of the stretching. At
time t = 0, we turn on the expansion at rate H while turning off the restraining forces that
held the soliton in the stretched configuration. The tidal forces and the restoring forces
act on the mass element in [A, A + AA)] pulling it in opposite directions. The question
we are interested in is: for what value of A would the tidal and restoring accelerations
of the mass element balance each other? Such a A provides an estimate of the stretching
induced by a given expansion rate H.
Setting L = ± in our earlier calculation of the restoring acceleration A, (equation
m
(4.6)), we observe that
( m
E±
E( )
m
= 4 tan-l(e) = 4.8731
= m 2 (1 - cos (~ = 0.8399m 2
= m [VPx(x)] 2 dx = 3.0463m
= 1.6798m 2
( 2  + U (p(y))|
2 2
= 0.8399m 2 ( +(I A2
A, = ~ ( - m (3.0463m 2 - 1.6798m 2)
2 A2
= 0.8135 m [(1 1) A
- I
A2 A2 +
(0.8399m2 ( +
(4.8)
On the other hand the tidal acceleration at ± is (from (4.7))
At = H2A
m
At the critical A, At = Ar and we get
0.8135 m [(1--) (A2 +)]A2 A2
2
or setting aE , we get
A4 + (1 - 0.8135a)A 2 + 0.8135a = 0
which yields,
-(1 - 0.8135a) ± V(1 - 0.8135a) 2 - 4(0.8135a)
A - 2
If A is to be real and A2 positive, then we must have
1 - 0.8135a < 0
a > 1.2292
Therefore,
(4.9)
= H2
m
(4.10)
r
A
(4.11)
In addition since A2 is real,
(1 - 0.8135a) 2 - 4(0.8135a) > 0 i.e.,
a < 0.2109 or a > 7.1646
Therefore, we get the bound
a > 7.1646 (4.12)
If a < 7.1646, A2 would be complex which means that the tidal and restoring accelerations
cannot be at equilibrium at any real A; in other words, the solitons stretch with expansion
and cannot remain static.
It is interesting that the threshold value of a obtained with such a crude analysis, was
so close to the exact value of 2 derived in Chapter 2. In obtaining this estimate we made
the following simplifying assumptions that limit its accuracy.
1. First, instead of estimating the restoring force that comes into play in an actual
solitonic configuration in curved space, we merely calculated the restoring force in
a soliton in Minkowski space. Our assumption was that the value in Minkowski
space would be a reasonable approximation to the value in de Sitter space - an
assumption that is hard to justify a priori.
2. Even within Minkowski space, we restricted attention to a segment of the soliton
within one characteristic length from the center. However, this assumption is less
unreasonable than the first because most of the energy in the soliton is concentrated
within a few characteristic lengths about the center of the soliton.
There is another reason for restricting attention to a segment within one charac-
teristic length from the center. We are mainly interested in knowing how much the
soliton stretches at the center since such stretching induces the conditions needed
for the onset of inflation at the core of the soliton.
3. Finally, given the nonuniform tidal acceleration at work, the assumption of uniform
dilatation of the soliton, in our analysis, is rather crude.
It is surprising that despite these inaccuracies, the estimated threshold value of a was so
close to the exact value of the threshold. In the next section, we consider the effect of
tidal forces on 't Hooft-Polyakov monopoles.
4.2 Tidal forces and Magnetic Monopoles
We consider the effect of tidal forces in a more realistic case of solitons in 3+1 dimensions
- the 't Hooft-Polyakov monopoles. 't Hooft-Polyakov monopoles are solitons of a Yang-
Mills gauge theory coupled to a triplet of Higgs scalars. The theory contains three scalar
fields Oa and three vector fields Aa. The Lagrangian of the theory, which is invariant
under SU(2) transformations of the fields, is
1 1 A
L((, t) = -G GpC" + D paDC"oD - (pa - F 2 2  (4.13)
4 /' 2 4
where the field tensor G~ and the covariant derivative Dcpa are
G , = A 
- 
OvA a + eEabcA ,
DAa = a a + efabcA ~Pc
The equations of motion are
D,Gva = gcabcDvb cC
D
,
Dt oWa = -A(Wb b) (, + AF 2 a  (4.14)
If we restrict ourselves to static configurations and choose the temporal gauge with
Aa(y) = 0, the equations of motion become
DiGij a = geabcDj pbpc
DjDipa = - bb) a + AF2a (4.15)
where i, j = 1, 2, 3 are spatial indices. The conserved energy of the system is
E= f d! G 1 ija + DijpaDip a + A( a - F 2)2 (4.16)
We'll work in the Prasad-Sommerfeld limit in which the Higgs coupling A -+ 0. In this
limit, the third term in the integrand of (4.16) drops out and the field equations are
satisfied by
x a F) - r2
r tanh(gFr) g-2
-x'K(r)
aijX3 gr r sinh(gFr) SaijXjW(r) (4.17)
It can be verified that the solution (4.17) satisfies the Bogomolny equation
Gi = fi3kDk a . (4.18)
From the Bogomolny condition we infer that
Ga Ga = 2Dk aDk a (4.19)
and hence we get equipartition of energy between between the gauge and the Higgs kinetic
terms.
G. G d j DJ pai a di
As we did in the Sine-Gordon case, we'll stretch the gauge and Higgs fields radially by a
factor A to get a new configuration of fields
1 a
A i (A)
=
A
(4.21)
Aa(£)
(4.20)
A a~
Under stretching the field tensor and the covariant derivative become
G?(i) - G? () = 2Ga ()
1 A
Dk(pa() -+ Dk a() = XDkOa (X) (4.22)
Now consider a system S comprising the monopole fields inside a sphere of radius L. After
stretching, the system occupies the region inside the sphere of radius AL. Let E(L) and
E(AL) denote the energies of the system before and after stretching.
1 1 ij
E(L) G= j  Gad + [Di paDip] d - EA(L) +E,(L)
E(AL) d= Ga(W)ija(#)] dI+ D '()D () dy
f<AL 4 y< AL
- h<L 4 G ()G )] )A di+ Al s 4 <L [.D.-G-+2Di AD'ip( ) 3 d
= -EA(L) + AEv(L)
Therefore the increase in the internal energy of the system is
6E = - 1) EA(L) + (A- 1)E(L)
f -jP(A'L) d 4[3(A'L)3]
- L jPT(A'L) [47(A'L)2] dA'
- L j (A'L) dA' (4.23)
In writing (4.23) the change in the internal energy of the system is interpreted as the work
done on the system against an effective inward "pressure" P(AL) at the surface of the
sphere of radius AL. F(AL) would then be the total inward force acting at the surface
of the sphere of radius AL. Differentiating equation (4.23) we get
.F(AL) = EA(L) + Ew(L)
Ev (L) (1-
where we've used the equipartition condition (4.19) and set EA(L) = E,(L).
Now consider the thin shell between two concentric spheres of radii AL and A(L +A).
The inward force at the surface of the inner sphere is F(AL) while at the surface of the
outer sphere it is F(A(L + A)). The "mass" (energy) within the shell
AM(AL) = 4w(AL) 2 x AA x S'(AL)
therefore experiences a net inward "force" given by
.F(AL) - F(A(L + A)) = 1 - E L) E(L + A)
A2 L L+ A
( 1) - E, (L) E(L)
where S'(AL) is the energy density of the stretched monopole fields at radius AL and
E'(L) is the derivative of E, with respect to L. In terms of the energy density S(L) of
the unstretched fields, we have
E' (L) = 47rL 2 (L)
= 47L 2 (Dia(L)Di a(L))
Thus the effective acceleration of the shell due to restoring forces is
1 1 1 E () ' )4irA 3L3  I - cI(AL) E(L)
Taking L = - the characteristic length scale of the monopole, we get
1 1
S'(AL) - 4 (AL)G a(AL) + Di a(AL)Dia(AL)
= [G (L)G (L)] + 1 [Dipa(L)Dipa(L)]
= (- +I) [Da (L) D a(L)]
Using the solution (4.17) and noting L = - we have
1 1 L2Di (L)Dp(L) = 2(L) 1 a(L) + gabcA b(L)pc(L)
2 2 L
1 [(xaK(L)) + gabc(bijx W(r(K(L))(K(L))
= 0.1090 g2F 4
We'll take
E, F) E(L) 4 - (E, c ) =
gF 2 4 g
Thus we finally have
Ar (gSF) 3 (1- -)] [( I + A2 0.1090 g2F4)] (04021F)
1 2
= 0.2936 gF[1 (A 
As in the Sine-Gordon case, we compute the tidal acceleration at the surface of the sphere
of radius -I using the relation
At = R Vp o/"V
where V13 and V are the tangents to the two geodesics whose deviation we are trying to
compute and 6 is the vector connecting the two geodesics. In our case, V,3 and V7 point
along the time direction and hence we set V/3 = 61 and V7 = 6". Further, = 62 .L
(t is the 1-coordinate and r, the 2-coordinate). The computation of the Riemann tensor
then yields,
A t = H
2 
"
gF
(4.24)
Setting Ar = At and defining a = H2 we get
A4 + (1 - 0.2936a)A 2 + 0.2936a = 0
which yields
2  
-(1 - 0.2936a) ± (1 - 0.2936a) 2 - 4(1 - 0.2936a)
2
Nonnegativity of A2 requires
a > 3.4059 (4.25)
and since A2 must be real, we get
a < 0.5843, or a > 19.8515
Therefore we conclude that a > 19.8515. Thus once again there appears to be a threshold
a below which static monopoles do not exist. The estimate suggests that the threshold
is at a - 19.8515. However, we note that
1. the threshold a = 2 in the 1 + 1 dimensional Sine-Gordon theory coincided with the
numeric factor in R(2 ) = 2H 2 , where R(2) is the Ricci scalar of 1 + 1 dimensional
de Sitter spacetime.
2. The Ricci scalar of 3 + 1 dimensional de Sitter spacetime is R(4) = 12H 2.
Since, the existence of static solitons seems to be linked to the ratio of the size of the
soliton to the length scale over which curvature effects become significant, we are tempted
to conjecture that the exact threshold for 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole is at a = 12.
4.3 Remarks
As we remarked in Chapter 1 if the parameters are in a suitable range, then solitons stretch
with the expansion and succumb to eternal inflation at their core. The only condition
required for the onset of eternal inflation was that the gradient energy density of the fields
become negligible compared to the potential energy density. In the foregoing discussion,
we argue that the tidal forces of the de Sitter spacetime provide one mechanism for
inducing the conditions necessary for the onset of eternal inflation. However, tidal forces
are a general feature of curved backgrounds and not peculiar to an inflationary universe.
Thus it seems conceivable that whenever a soliton in the early universe gets subjected
to stretching by gravitational tidal forces, if the parameters are in a suitable range, the
soliton becomes susceptible to eternal inflation.
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Chapter 5
Quantum Soliton-Antisoliton
Annihilation
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we study the quantum annihilation of a soliton-antisoliton pair into mesons
in the 1 + 1 dimensional (p4 theory'. We show that the amplitude for soliton-antisoliton
annihilation is not exponentially suppressed.
Soliton-antisoliton annihilation in 3 + 1 dimensions has been studied in the context of
the annihilation of cosmological monopoles [2, 17, 18, 35, 40]. In 1+1 dimensions soliton-
antisoliton annihilation has been studied extensively in the o4 model. The numerical results
reported in the literature on soliton-antisoliton annihilation in the W4 theory [1, 8, 19, 23,
24, 25, 30, 33, 36, 39] are summarized below:
1. If a soliton and an antisoliton approach each other starting at a large finite separation
and with initial relative velocity v < vj, where v, - 0.193c, then they annihilate
into mesons.
2. If a soliton and an antisoliton approach each other starting at a large finite separation
and with initial relative velocity v > v2 , where v2 - 0.2598c, then they reflect
inelastically.
'See [29, 12, 13] for discussions on solitons in (o4 theory.
3. For initial relative velocity vl < v < v2 , the behavior depends on v (with alternating
reflection and annihilation windows).
The above conclusions can be understood qualitatively in terms of the energy transfer
among the various fluctuation modes of the o4 soliton. We present a brief outline of the
argument below and refer the reader to [24] and [33] for details.
The Lagrangian density of the 4 theory in 1 + 1 dimensions is given by
1 g2 ( 2  m 2
)
L( P at 2 at 4 g2
The equation of motion
OO - m2o + g2 3 = 0 (5.1)
has, apart from the trivial vacuum solutions ((x, t) - +-, time-independent soliton or
antisoliton solution given by
OK,k(x) = tanh( m(x a))
where a is an arbitrary constant specifying the center of the soliton/antisoliton. The
classical energy (mass) of the soliton is
M 2 =
3g2
Since the vacua 3(x,t) - ±m as well as the soliton/antisoliton configuration are theg
minima of the potential energy
f 1 ( d3 2 2 2 ) 2V[0] = +dx
we can2 dstudy the fluctuation 4 about these minima.
we can study the fluctuation modes about these minima.
If we set cp(t, x) = ' + O(t, x) then from (5.1) we get, after neglecting terms of
o(02),
O) + 2m2? = 0
Thus the fluctuations about the vacua are interpreted as mesons of mass v2m.
If we set 3(t, x) = K(X) + 0(t, x) and neglect terms of O(02) in the field equation,
we get
[0 - m 2 + 3g2 (x) = 0
Setting 4'(t, x) = eiWntrln(x) we get
- - m 2 + 3 2 tanh 2 mX ) n(x) = W2ri(x) (5.2)
The eigenvalue equation (5.2) has two discrete eigenmodes followed by a continuous
spectrum:
w2= 0 1o(x) = cosh- 2  ~
2 T2 -2 [ x ]
w 2 = m2 1(x) = sinh [ cosh-2
w= m 2 2 + 2) q(x) = exp 3[q] {  tanh2 [] - 1 - q2- 3iq tanh ["]
where q > 2. The zero mode corresponds to the translational invariance of the theory
while the wl discrete mode corresponds to the internal excitation of the soliton.
Finally, the interaction potential energy between a soliton and an antisoliton separated
by a distance R is roughly [28]
V(R) - (8V2Tm3 e - v ' mR
when R is large. Thus a soliton and antisoliton at large separation experience an attractive
force and move towards each other. As they approach each other, the discrete internal
mode of the soliton is excited and energy is transferred from the translational motion
of the soliton-antisoliton system to the excitations of the discrete mode. The discrete
internal mode in turn couples to the continuum meson modes and gradually the energy
in the internal mode is radiated away in a cascade decay as mesons. For further details
on estimates of the rate of transfer of energy from the translational mode to the discrete
mode and subsequently to the continuum meson modes during a collision, see [24, 33].
Our interest is in calculating the probability of quantum soliton-antisoliton annihila-
tion in a semiclassical approximation. Based on the numerical findings reported in the
literature, we assume that we know a classical solution Oc which describes
1. at a large negative time T1 , a soliton-antisoliton pair at rest at a large finite sepa-
ration, and
2. at large positive time T2 , a collection of freely propagating mesons.
We show that using Sc one can construct
1. an initial quantum state I A(( ), T ) which describes quantum fluctuations about
a soliton-antisoliton pair at rest at a large finite separation at time T, and
2. a final quantum state I B( o), T2 ) which describes a large number of freely prop-
agating mesons at time T2.
The amplitude for the initial state to scatter into the final state is then shown to be not
exponentially suppressed as T2 -+ 00c. Part of our calculation rederives in the functional
Schr6dinger formalism the arguments used by Farhi, Goldstone, Lue and Rajagopal in
their study of the electroweak sphaleron decay [22].
Hereafter we'll work not with the original field 3 but with the shifted field
m
g
which represents fluctuations about the -M vacuum. In terms of cp, the Lagrangian and
the field equation become
OP + 2m 2p - 3mg(p2 + g2(P3 = 05
The static soliton/antisoliton solution becomes
PK,RK() = K,k(x) + -= - [tanh m(x + 1] (5.5)
At a very early time the (shifted) classical solution, 0p,, describes a soliton-antisoliton pair
at rest at a large finite separation. At very late times, it describes a collection of freely
propagating mesons of mass vf2m. The energy of the classical solution is finite and is
approximately equal to twice the mass of the soliton; E 3 . At late times then,
lim max I (x, t) = (5.6)
t-oo -- oo<x<oo
and hence the field equation for c, at late times is essentially the Klein-Gordon equation
with mass -/2m
Oc, + 2m 2oc = 0
The classical solution at early and late times can be described as
m m(x + a)) m(x - a)
C(x, T1) tanh - - tanh • a > 1
C (x, T2) : a collection of freely propagating mesons of mass -Vm
5.2 The Quantum Scattering Process
We work in the Schr6dinger representation and use the subscript S to refer to states
in the Schr6dinger representation2. The amplitude for A(pc), T )s to scatter into
I B( c),T 2 )s is
s( B(Vc),T 2 I A(po,), T )s = [dpl][d( 2] s( B((oc), T2 I ,T2)S
2 See [14] for a detailed discussion on quantum field theory in Schr6dinger formalism
(5.4)
s(W2, T2 I 1, T )s s(1, 1 I A(p), T1)s
-f(Tl)=W; W(T2 )=y 2 [d2][dP2][d g ]
exp B [(2; B] ; A] + i £(f(, O8 ) dx dt
In the derivation above, we've inserted a complete set of states at times T and T2 and
defined the boundary terms
s( B( T),T2 I 2,T2s
s ((P1, T I A (Wc), TI) s
exp {B2[ 2 ;B]}
exp {B[ 1;A]} (5.7)
Denoting the exponent in the functional integral
S[(Pl, [ 2, (P] -= B [(P2; B] + B, [1oi; A] + i.F[W] (5.8)
where
(5.9)
the amplitude can be written compactly as
(5.10)
Among all the field configurations that contribute to the functional integral (5.10),
the dominant contribution comes from that configuration which extremizes 8[ o1, W2, P].
Hence, one can approximate the functional integral by the value of the integrand at the
extremum of S[ 1PI, W2, (o].
In extremizing S[spi, (2, W], while we are allowed to vary the fields pl and W2 arbitrarily,
(from (5.10) it follows that) the variation of so is subject to the boundary conditions
6(TI) = 6s1; 6V(T2) = 2
f T1]2= I L[(cso, V) dx] dt
A= o(T)=0l; V(T2)= 2
[d~pl] [dW2] [dp] exp(S[p1, o2, pl)
(5.11)
Thus
S 6d -- (x)) dx + 6p 2 (k) dk6 1 (x) 6 2 (k)
+i I1 6p + 6 }9iP dx] dt +i
[6po dx + 6(02 dk
S6 01 6 2
+if t [I - 91, - ,p dx dt + i
= [i O { 9- 6,C 6 dx dt
+ 2 + ib(T 2, -k) 6p2(k)dk + S
S 6 2 [61
=0
I fi s 6tO dt dx
E 6 2 - 1 dx
i- (Ti, x)] 6o(x)dx
(5.12)
We've chosen to work in coordinate space in writing the functional Bi and in momentum
space for 32. Equation (5.12) yields two conclusions.
1. Since 6S has to vanish for arbitrary variation 69p in the open interval (T, T2), we
conclude that o must satisfy the field equation
6L2 6L26 -_9 6a = 0
2. Since (5.12) must hold for any small 6l and 692,
6B31
6 i (T, x) = 0
S+ io(T 2, -k) = 0 (5.13)
4 2(k)
Thus among all the field configurations that contribute to the functional integral the
dominant contribution comes from a solution to the field equation that satisfies the
boundary conditions (5.13) at times T and T 2.
Since the soliton-antisoliton pair starts at rest at time T 1, 0 (T1, x) = 0. Therefore,
the boundary conditions (5.13) become,
BR[pi; A(pc)] = 0 (5.14)
= -ii c(T2 , -k) (5.15)
602 (k) 2 =Wc p(T2)
In the next two sections we'll construct the initial and final quantum states, I A((pc), T )s
and IB(pc), T2 )s, such that their wavefunctionals BL and B2 satisfy the boundary
conditions (5.14) and (5.15).
Before proceeding to construct the initial and final states, we observe that we have
some latitude in designing the initial and final states. The main constraint we have in
constructing the states is that the initial and final state wavefunctionals should satisfy the
boundary conditions (5.14) and (5.15) above; in order to do so, the construction of the
states will have to exploit the known classical solution oc. In addition, we require that both
the initial state wavefunctional (describing fluctuations about the soliton-antisoliton pair)
and the final state wavefunctional (describing freely propagating mesons) be normalizable.
It turns out that the above constraints do not determine the states completely and in our
derivation, we exploit the residual freedom in constructing the states. (The arguments in
the next three sections lead up to the initial state wavefunctional - described in (5.45)
and (5.46) - and the final state wavefunctional - described in (5.32) and (5.47); it is
easily verified (as we do later) that the wavefunctionals are normalizable and satisfy the
boundary conditions (5.14) and (5.15).)
5.3 The Final State Wavefunctional
The final state we are trying to construct has a large number of freely propagating mesons
of mass V/2m. Further, we do not want to fix the number of mesons in the final state a
priori. These conditions suggest that an appropriate ansatz for the final state is that it
is a coherent state - i.e., a mixture of states of all particle numbers.
A coherent state I Z ) is defined in the Heisenberg picture as
IZ) = efzkcdk I 0 ) (5.16)
where A is the creation operator of a free field and Z(k) - Zk is an arbitrary analytic
function of k with f ZZZk dk < oo. From the free field commutation relation [aik, t,] =
6(k - k') it follows that
a kIZ) = ZkIZ)
Thus a coherent state
operators3 .
Since we are worki
state B( p), T2)s, at
can also be defined as the common eigenstate of the annihilation
ng in the Schr6dinger picture, we make the ansatz that the final
T2 , has the form
(5.17)I B( ),T2)s= e- T [eT2 f Bktdk l o
where the function Bk is to be determined using the given classical solution pc and fto is
the free-field Hamiltonian
io = /dkwk w k k
corresponding to freely propagating mesons of mass vim. Our next task then is to
determine the Schrodinger wavefunctional of a state such as e- iHot I Z ).
Let ?(x) be a scalar field (operators are marked with a ^ to distinguish them from
ordinary functions) and I f ) an eigenstate of b(x).
(x) I f ) = f(x) f ) (5.18)
where f(x) is a c-number function of x. We'll assume that the eigenstates of '(x) form
a complete set. First we'll calculate the wavefunctional of the state I Z ) over the space
of functions of x.
Fourier transforming (5.18) we get
(k) I f ) = f(k) If ) (5.19)
3 See [7] for a discussion on coherent states.
where 2(k) and f(k) are Fourier transforms of b(x) and f(x) respectively.
Let i(x) be the conjugate momentum satisfying the equal-time commutation relations
[P(x), #(0')] = i 6(x- _ (5.20)
Fourier transforming (5.20) we get
[(k), ir(k')] = i 63(k + k') (5.21)
Expanding the field and conjugate momentum operators in terms of creation and annihi-
lation operators, we get
= dk eikx k -ik]
f J dk [(-Wk
V,7 2Wk [ -
Fourier transforming (5.22) we get
1
2
=k [k + a-k]
( = -i 2[ak-ak]
ak = 2 2w (k)+i -i (k)
6 p(k (k) = 63(k - k')
we see from (5.21) that -iJ is a differential representation of the operator fr(k).
Since the coherent state I Z ) is a common eigenstate of ak for all -oo < k < oc,
ak I ) = Zk I Z ) (5.25)
f(x) ak eikx + (iWk) lt e-ik x] (5.22)
Therefore,
(5.23)
Since
(5.24)
((k)
where Zk is a complex number. Projecting (5.25) onto an eigenstate of ^(k) and using
(5.24) and the differential representation of ^r(k) we get
S w f(k) + f(- ) ( f Z ) = Z( Z ) (5.26)
or
k f (k) + / - 2Zk Z[f] = 0 (5.27)
6f (-k)
where we have defined Z[f] - ( f Z ). The form of equation (5.27) suggests the
following ansatz for Z[f].
Z[f] = exp C ff (k) f(-k) Wk dk + C2f k Z f(-k)dk (5.28)
Substituting (5.28) into (5.27) we get C1 = - and C2 = 1. Therefore
Z[f] = exp{- f f(k) f (-k) Wk + f 2wk Zk f(-k) dk} (5.29)
Equation (5.29) gives the form of the wavefunctional ( f I Z ) of the coherent state Z ).
However, we need ( f I e- i 2 I Z ), which is obtained as follows.
Since
o =J dk k ak 
we have
AIkHO = ik dk' Wk' k'
= [dk' Wk' k+ 6 (k - k')) ak]
= [Wk ' kl dk' + Wk Ik
= [fO + Wk] k
Therefore
. (-i T)n (Ho)
ik e-HoT2 = k Z
n!
n=O
n=OI
-i(Ho+ Wk)T2 k
e-iHftoT2 [ke iWkT2]
Hence
k e-iHoT2 I Z ) = e-ioT2eiwkT2 k Z ) = [Zke - ikT2] -fiHoT2 Z )
That is, the effect of acting with e- i iHoT2 on the coherent state I Z ) is to replace Zk by
Zke - i kT2. Using (5.29) and (5.30), we have
( I -iHoT2 IZ) 1 fk p(k) p(-k) dk + ZkIi k (-k) dk
(5.31)
Using (5.7), (5.17) and (5.31) we finally have the boundary term
B2* ;B] - 1 Wk 2(k) 2 (-k) dk + 2wk BeiwkT2 2 (k) dk2 k 2~LIY2-~ hT
(5.32)
5.4 The Initial State Wavefunctional
The wavefunctional of our initial state I A( 0c),Ti )s will be a Gaussian in the function
space centered at the specific classical soliton-antisoliton configuration at time T1 . We'll
obtain the kernel of the Gaussian by insisting that the wavefunctional be a perturbation
of the ground state eigenfunctional of the Hamiltonian. Hence we start by constructing
the ground state wavefunctional about a background of static soliton-antisoliton pair.
(5.30)
Denoting the ground state as I G(p), Ti )s we have
G[o1j] -s ( 9 1, T I G((p),Ti )s eG1[wi ]  e-f [pi(x)-P*(x)] K(x,y) [Il(y)-po*(y)] dx dy
(5.33)
where 9* is the static classical field configuration at time TI
*(x) = ~p(x', T 1).
In order to determine the wavefunctional G[5 1] then, we need to determine the kernel
K(x, y). The kernel K can be computed by solving the functional Schrdinger equation
satisfied by the wavefunctional G[p1i].
The Hamiltonian of the theory is
(62
+ 2 + U dx
+- + U(99)d (5.34)
Therefore the functional Schrddinger equation for G[ 1pl] is
{[ - +(- 1()2 ±+ U(P1) d} G[ 1] = EoG[ 1] (5.35)
where d9' =  and Eo is the ground state energy of the system. Inserting the ansatz
(5.33) into (5.35), we get
162g19 1]6W, (x) 2 )
691 1[] 2
601 (X) )
1
+ 2(cp2 )2 
+ U(1) dx
Using (5.33) and integrating by parts we have
fJ (x, ) dx - fJ(i(Y - P*(y)) [f K(y, x)K(x, z)dx] (p 1(z) - *(z)) dy dz
+/ [- 1i,, + U()] dx = Eo
(5.36)
1
27
H = [1
Taking pl to be a small fluctuation about the classical solution p*, we define
Rewriting the last two terms on the left hand side of (5.36) in terms of 6 9l, we get
f [- 1-'; + U(P) dx
(= - 6 + 0*)(4p', + (p*)") + U((p*) + U'(p*)6ps
S2
f l { d22 + UIw)
+ {-(P*)" + U(SP*)} 4 1 + {- O*(y* ) + U(Cp*)} + O(6p ) dx
= 6w d 2 + U"(P*) 6w1 + [(P*)t]2 + U((P*) + O(6 3 )  dx
(5.37)
where we have expanded U(toi) around W* and ignored O(6pW) terms4. Let {1,; n E J}
(J: some index set) be a complete set of orthonormal eigenfunctions of the Schr6dinger
operator -d2 + U"(p*) with eigenvalues A,; i.e.,
d +2 UlfP*)] n = n (5.38)
Since the operator is real and self-adjoint, its eigenvalues are real and we may assume that
its eigenfunctions are real as well. We expand 6p1 in terms of the above eigenfunctions
4 We have dropped [-(p*)" + U'(p*)]6V1 = (Ottp*)6 p1 in the derivation because we assume that
the soliton-antisoliton pair starts at rest at large separation and with arbitrarily small Ottp* (that goes to
zero (exponentially) as the separation increases). We are further justified (in making this approximation)
by the fact that the initial state wavefunctional we construct is not required to be, and in fact will not
be, the ground state wavefunctional. As we discussed before, we are seeking to construct a normalizable
wavefunctional that obeys boundary condition (5.14). In the following discussion, we'll construct a
normalizable initial state by perturbing (to handle divergences due to zero and any negative eigenmodes)
the "ground state wavefunctional" that we are constructing here. The approximation we made in dropping
the small [-(p*)" + U'(p*)]6pi term can hence be construed as additional perturbation of the ground
state wavefunctional, which as we'll see, does not interfere with the above constraints, and hence amounts
to exercising the freedom we had in designing the initial state.
(P1 =z an n
nEJ
and use equation (5.37) to write equation (5.36) as
anon(y) [r
dx + f1K(x,
:(y, x)K(x, z)
x) + [(c*)']
2
2
dx] (
nGJ
an.In(z)) dx
+ u(*(W))] dx = Eo
If we set E to be
Eo =Jf[ K(x, x) + 2 + U(*(x))] dx
an n(Y)) [I K(y, x)K(x, z) dx]
-f An
an 4n(Z)) dx
(x)2
AnEJ
nEJ
(5.39)
The sum -neJ i na2 is infinite and needs to be regularized. We replace the sum by
n
2 2
'2 ~ AZ 7a -,CY ~ A2Xa~
neJnEJ
(5.40)
and in the end take the limit A -+ oc. From (5.39), (5.40) and the orthonormality of the
eigenfunctions I)n, we see that
K(x, y)
\
2 
.
2
FAe 2A (X) 4(Y) (5.41)
nEJ
neJ
(x) 2
we get
n (I:
nE( 1 ne n
is a solution of equation (5.39). Taking the limit A -+ o and observing that K receives
no contribution from the A0 = 0 term, we get
(5.42)K(x, y) = EJ n(x) . (y)
nEJ;n5O
In summary, the term gl[(p1] is
91[1]= - f( 1(X) - ,*(X)) An (n(X)1Dn(Y)1 ( i(Y) - y*(Y)) dx dy
(5.43)
We see that E is infinite, since it receives a contribution from the trace of K(x, y). But
the divergence of E is the familiar divergence of the ground state, which is physically
irrelevant. (If we ignore gravity only differences between energy levels are measurable
and not the absolute energy of a state.) Hence we discard the divergence by shifting the
energy of the vacuum.
5.4.1 Nonpositive Eigenmodes
The translational symmetry of the Lagrangian implies that if c(x) is a static solution of
the equation of motion then so is Yc(x) for any -oc < a < oo. Consequently, YpC(x) is
an eigenfunction of the operator - + U"(~(x)) with eigenvalue zero. The occurence
of zero modes makes the norm of the ground state wavefunctional diverge as we verify
below.
s( G(~oc), T I G ( c),T, )s = [dpl]s( G(wc), T I 1, T )s s( o1 ,T G o), TI)s
= [d il]e -2f [~p(x)- *(x)] K(x,y) [pi(y)- *(y)] dx dy
= J[dl] exp -2 f(pi(x) - *(x))
[n Ann(Xn(J;nY) ( i(y) - *(y))dxd
Since the zero mode (1o(x) is orthogonal to the other modes, integration over field fluctu-
ations of the form p(x) - p*(x) = c 10 (x), -oo < c < oc, gives an infinite contribution
to the path integral making the norm of I G('c), Ti )s divergent.
The divergence due to zero modes in the ground state wavefunctional is not a serious
obstacle; it merely suggests that the ground state wavefunctional is not the most suitable
initial state. A more appropriate initial state, that we construct below, would be a small
perturbation of the ground state that is still a Gaussian in the function space centered
at 9c. After all, the final state is a coherent state and hence not an eigenstate of the
Hamiltonian; hence it is not very unnatural that our initial state is not an energy eigenstate
either.
Consider the following initial state wavefunctional.
eBl i[ l ;A] = exp {- f(91(x) - *(x))
[co 4o(x)>o(Y) + E An4Dn(X)>Fn(Y) (pi(y) - p*(y))dxdy
(5.44)
where co > 0 is a small parameter denoting the perturbation.
If we now expand an arbitrary field fluctuation in terms of the eigenfuntions 4~ as
(x) - p*(x) = E an Dn
nEJ
and replace the integration over 9, by integration over a0, al,..., we get
s( A((pc), T I A(c),Ti )s = nE;[dan]exp -2o(ao)2 - 2 E An(an)2
T [ 2 J neJ;n:o[dan] exp -2 oAn(an)2
and the divergence due to zero modes has disappeared.
If in addition to the zero modes, the operator -- + U"(Yc(x)) has some negative
eigenmodes, then, to ensure that our wavefunctional is damped along the negative eigen-
modes as well, we could once again appeal to the freedom we have in designing the initial
wavefunctional and replace, for each An < 0, ~XA -+ E, + VFJ where > 0 serves to
damp the oscillatory behavior. In a crude sense, we are modifying the energy eigenfunc-
tional to construct a normalizable "wave packet", centered at 0*, that is damped along
every direction in the function space. The original eigenfunctional of the Hamiltonian,
much like the plane waves in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, is not normalizable. Our
initial wavefunctional then takes its final form
eBl[1p ;A  = exp -f (Pi(x) - P*())Ik(x, y)( i(y) - *(y))dxdy} (5.45)
where
K(x, y) c o o(x)1o(y) + E (E, + V)lD(x)I4(y)
L n EJ;nO;An <0
+ A (x) (y) ; o, n >0 (5.46)
nE J;n0;An > 0
5.5 The Boundary Conditions
In this section we complete the construction of the initial and the final quantum states.
First, consider the final state. From (5.15) and (5.32) we know that the amplitude B* of
the coherent state I B((p ), T2 )s must satisfy
e-iWkT2
B; = [wks O(T2, -k) - ic(T 2 , -k)] (5.47)
Since we know the classical solution c,(t, x) at t = T2, we can calculate B* using (5.47).
Once we know Bk, we can construct the wavefunctional of the final state, exp (82[( 2; B]),
using (5.32). By its very construction, L3 2*[2; B] satisfies the boundary condition (5.15).
At late times, c,(T2 , x) describes a large number of freely propagating mesons of mass
v/2m and, as we discussed earlier, it obeys the Klein-Gordon equation with mass V/2m.
Therefore, we can expand p,(T2, x) as
c(x, T2) dk [ake -i wkT2+ikx + a eiwkT2- ikx] (5.48)
J2"i,~
Using (5.48) we get
k(Pc (T2, k) - iy3c(T 2, k) = a*k WJ2 k
which shows that Bk = ak. Hence we can write c(x, T2) as
c(x, T2) -=
dk)
(2i) (2wk)
[Bkei kT 2 + ikx + BeiwkT2 - ikx] (5.49)
Next we turn to the initial state I A(c), T )s. Using (5.44) we define I A(cp,), T )s
to be the quantum state whose wavefunctional is
s( pl, T I A((pc),T 1 )s - A[pl] = e-1 [yi(x)-w*(x)] k(x,y) [w1(y)-v*(y)]
where K(x, y) is given by (5.46).
condition (5.14) is satisfied.
We verify that, with this definition, the boundary
= -f (x, y)(1(y ) - V*(y)) dy
From the definition of p*(y) it then follows that
BI [(I; A] =S(x) = 0
as required.
5.6 Quantum Annihilation Amplitude
The normalized amplitude for scattering from I A(Vp),Ti )s to I B(Vp),T 2 )s is
A-z
s( B(p o), T2 I A( p), T )s
s ( B (c), T2 I B(,), T2 )s/s( A(c), T I A (c), T )s
Bi, [c1; A]
6 () X l :)(T)
If we consider an expansion in powers of g2, we may write A as
e[ +S1+s 2g2+]
e [+B[B29 2 +... [ +Ai+A 292..]
At the tree level, we retain only o( ) terms. Therefore, the tree-level amplitude is
Atree = eL J (5.50)
To compute So, we evaluate S[ o1, 2, W] (see equation (5.8)) at the extremum c.
B31[(l; A(pc)] vanishes at pl = o* while from (5.32) and (5.47) we get
fWk c (T2, k)Wc(T 2 , -k)dk - i (T2, -k)W(T 2 , k)dk]
Since yc is symmetric about x = 0 at all times, .c(T 2 , k) = cp(T 2 , -k). Therefore, using
(5.49), as T2 - c we get
I/
2 I Bk 12 dk - l__g2
where
-k)cp (T2, k)dk =
is real.
We may expand f IBk 12 dk as
dk = f b( ) 12SI I dk + O(g0 )
where b(o) is independent of g. The contribution from F[oc] at order O ),
imaginary (since F and oo are real). Hence,
12 dk - i(01 + 02 )f IbO)
f Bk 2
_0 
_ isg 2,
=2B32* [ P2; B (Pc)
B2 [V2; B(2oc)]
/bc(T2, )( T, x) dx
= /c (T27,
i
so 2 (5.51)
If I Z ) = e0fzk dk | 0), then a straightforward calculation using the identity eAeB
e B eAe[A,B] shows that
( Z I Z) = exp f Zk 12 dk}
Therefore,
s( B(c), T2 I B(cp), T2 )s = exp{
= exp
Hence
Bo = I I b) 2 dk
Finally, from the discussion in Section 5.4.1 we have
s ( A (p), T I A (pc), T) s oc
[det' (- d2
where det' is the determinant with the zero modes excluded.
= g2 [392 6my 2m2 1S + 29 g j
Recalling that
,x) = tanh [ - tanh [m(x - a)]]
we see that U"(p*) is independent of g. Since the operator -1- + U"(p*) is independent
of g, we conclude that at the tree level, s( A( c),T 1 I A( c),Ti)s = 1 and Ao = 0.
Together with (5.50), (5.51) and (5.52) we then have
_ (01+02)
Atree = e 92
IBk 2 dk}
1l Ib( ) I2 dk + O(go)}
(5.52)
U"(p)
p*(x) = c(Ti a > 1
(5.53)
U1
where 81 and 02 are real. Since the amplitude is pure phase at the tree level and higher
loop corrections are O(g0) we conclude that the soliton-antisoliton annihilation amplitude
is not exponentially suppressed.
5.7 Remarks
The undamped fluctuations around the static soliton-antisoliton pair (corresponding to
zero and negative eigenmodes) warrant clarification in greater detail as does the scattering
process that we've described. We'll elaborate on the details elsewhere.
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